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Overlapping objects segmentation is of great importance for the automatic analysis in
many industrial and biomedical applications. For example, in industrial applications
characteristics of nanoparticles by shape and size is the key step in the synthesis process
and in biomedical applications, the size and shape variation of cells are needed for precancer identification. The manual assessment is a laborious task and sensitive to human
interpretations. Thus, automated methods are required to detect each individual object
to perform the analysis. Nevertheless, the automatic detection remains a challenging
problem due to the presence of a massive number of objects with varying shape, size,
and appearance. This problem becomes even more complicated when the objects are
overlapped.
This thesis presents a novel framework for automatic segmentation of overlapping convex
objects. The framework follows a three-stage sequential procedure of image binarization,
contour evidence extraction, and contour estimation to improve the accuracy of the
segmentation. In the binarization stage, the regions of interest are separated from the
background of images. In the contour evidence extraction stage, the visible contour of
each individual object is identified. In the contour estimation stage, the full contours of
each object is approximated. Novel approaches for each module of the framework were
developed, and three segmentation methods were implemented. The binarization was
carried out through the Otsu method and a CNN-based deep learning framework, U-net.
The contour evidence extraction was performed by an edge-to-seed point association
and segment grouping based on concavity analysis of objects’ contours. The contour
estimation was done by ellipse fitting and a Gaussian process regression model to resolve
the full contours of the objects.
Three segmentation methods were developed based on the proposed framework: seed
point-based contour evidence extraction (SCC), concave point-based contour evidence
extraction (CC), and concave point-based contour evidence extraction by branch and
bound (CBB). In the first method, the contour evidences were obtained through the

object edge point and its relation to the object’s seed points. The other two methods
detected the contour evidence via the concavity analysis of the objects’ contours along a
segment grouping algorithm. The concave points split the object contour into multiple
segments. Segment grouping merges the contour segments that belong to the same object.
In the second method, the segment grouping was performed using the properties of the
ellipse fitted to each segment. In the third method, the segment grouping was done
through the branch and bound optimization algorithm. The proposed segmentation
methods were validated on the three synthetic and two real-world datasets consisting
of images of nanoparticles of various sizes and degrees of overlap and the experiments
showed that the proposed segmentation methods outperformed the competing methods.
The proposed framework relies only on objects’ contour information and could be applied
to other segmentation problems where the objects are partially overlapping and have an
approximately convex shape.

Keywords: segmentation, overlapping objects, convex shape, image processing, image
analysis, nanoparticles, silhouette images
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Abbreviations and symbols

ACC

Accuracy

AAM

Active appearance model

AD

Average distance

ADD

Average distance deviation

AJSC

Average jaccard similarity

ARF

Adaptive ring filter

ASM

Active shape model

BE-FRS

Bounded erosion-fast radial symmetry

BB

Branch and bound

BS

B-splines

CPD

Concave point detection

CBB

Concave point-based contour evidence extraction by branch and bound

CC

Concave point-based contour evidence extraction

CI

Convergence index

CF

Coin Filter

CECS

Concave point-based contour segmentation

CNN

Convolutional neural networks

DT

Distance transform

DSC

Dice coefficient

E2S

Edge to seed point association

EM

Expectation Maximization

FRS

Fast radial symmetry

FP

False positive

FN

False negative

FCN

Fully convolutional networks

GP-PF

Gaussian process in polar form

GoF

Goodness of fit

GT

Grand truth

IF

Iris filter

JSC

Jaccard similarity coefficient

KDE

Kernel density estimation

LCF

Local convergence filter

LESF

Least square ellipse fitting

LoG

Laplacian-of-Gaussian

MSER

Maximally stable extremal regions

MSSBM

Multi-scale shape boltzmann machine

NPs

Nanoparticles

NPA

Nanoparticle segmentation

NST

Normal symmetry transform

PCA

Principal component analysis

PPV

Positive predictive value

RELU

Rectifier linear unit

SBF

Sliding band filter

SBM

Shape boltzmann machine

SCC

Seed point-based contour evidence extraction

SGP-BB

Segment grouping by branch and bound

SGP-EF

Segment grouping by ellipse fitting

SVM

Support vector machine

TPR

True positive rate

TP

True positive

UE

Ultimate erosion

UECS

Ultimate erosion for convex sets

Ai

The ith connected component of image

Asi ∪sj

Area of a region bounded by Si , Sj

Ach,si ∪sj

Area of convex hull Si , Sj

a

Ellipse parameter vector

B

Upper bound of optimal solution

bk

Lower bound

β

Ellipticity weight factor

C

Constraint matrix

CI

Convergence index

D

Design matrix

d

Distance

dw

Ring width

dt

Distance thershold

∂

Derivatives

Ei

Result of erosion process of connected component i

e

Edge pixel point

f
f

Observed values
∗

Uknown values

G

A two-dimensional Gaussian filter

g

Gradient vector

γ

Symmetry weight factor

h(g)

Gray-level histogram

I

Image

J

Cost function

K

Covariance matrix

Kv

Modified Bessel function

kx∗

Covariance vector

κ

Curvature value

κse

Squared-exponential covariance function

κrq

Rational-quadratic covariance function

λ

Lagrange multiplier

µ

Class mean

Mn

Magnitude projection image

m(x, y)

Local mean

m

Slope of line

Ω

Membership indicator

P+ve

Positively-affected pixels

P−ve

Negatively-affected pixels

Q(0, 1)

Closed disc structuring element

R

Dynamic range for standard deviation

Rmin

Minimum radius

Rmax

Maximum radius

σ

Standard deviation

σb2

Between-class variance

θi

Radial direction
Minkowski subtraction

V

Concave hull

w

Weighting parameter

Z

Scatter matrix
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1

Introduction

Segmentation of overlapping objects aims to address the issue of representation of multiple objects with partial views. Overlapping or occluded objects often occur in various
applications, such as morphology analysis of molecular or cellular objects in biomedical
and industrial imagery, where quantitative analysis of individual objects by their size
and shape is desired [79, 134, 85]. Even with rather strong shape priors, segmentation of overlapping objects remains a challenging task. Deficient information from the
objects with occluded or overlapping parts imposes considerable complexities into the
segmentation process. For example, in the context of contour estimation, the contours
of objects intersecting with each other do not usually contain enough visible geometrical
evidence, which can make contour estimation problematic. In the segmentation methods
that purely rely on edges between the background and the foreground, essentially with
silhouette images, the presence of overlapping objects makes accurate contour estimation
a challenging problem. This problem becomes even more complicated with the presence
of a massive number of the objects causing a large number of variations in pose, size,
and shape of the objects and leads to a more complex segmentation problem.
The research done for this thesis is driven by nanoparticles image segmentation. Nanoparticles (NPs) are a wide range of tiny materials that are composed of particulate substances
with a size less than 100 nm [52]. They are of great scientific interest as they have significantly higher surface-to-volume ratios and accordingly different functional properties
compared to the bulk materials of the same substance. NPs have a wide range of applications including but not limited to medicine, manufacturing, bioimaging, catalysis,
water treatment, and electronics [92]. In medicine, NPs are utilized to deliver drugs to
tumors and can speed up the treatment process [45]. In industry, NPs are used to make
cloth odor-resistance and protect textiles, plastics, and wood from exposure to UV rays
[80]. In the environment, NPs are important to remove pollution from water [44].
One of the primary factors affecting properties of NPs is their size distribution. Size
distribution is commonly related to mechanical, magnetic, electrical and biological prop15
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erties of NPs [75]. It is essential to control the size of NPs during the synthesize process
to achieve desired properties for a target application. To estimate the size distribution
of NPs, traditionally an expert performs analysis on microscopic images of NPs by manually drawing the contours of each object. Manual image analysis is a laborious task and
prone to inter-observer variations. Two factors influence the complexity of such analysis.
First, microscopic images of NPs are usually taken at higher magnification, which leads
to the presence of vast numbers of objects with varying shape and size. Second, NPs are
usually overlapped and these overlapping NPs are ignored in size distribution estimation.
Ignoring overlapping NPs in estimating the size distribution requires the examination of
more images and moreover it might cause a bias as it is unknown whether a certain type
of NPs are more likely to cause bundles.

1.2

Objectives

The main goal of this thesis is to design an automated method for segmentation of
overlapping convex objects in silhouette images. Given an input image, the segmentation method aims at distinguishing individual objects (e.g., NPs), and estimating their
contours from a bundle of particles with potential overlapping.
To be specific, only convex-shaped objects are subject to this study where the segmentation of individuals from a group of overlapped objects, followed by the inference of
occluded boundaries are addressed. Often the segmentation method has to rely purely
on the edges between the background and foreground, making the analyzed images essentially silhouette images. Therefore, the segmentation problem is limited to silhouette
images, and moreover, the study focuses only on convex objects. Example images of NPs
can be seen in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Overlapping NPs.

To achieve the objectives, the following research questions were addressed:
1. How can objects of interest (e.g., NPs) be separated from a silhouette images?
2. How can the visible contours of the overlapping objects be inferred?
3. How can the complete contours of the objects with potential overlap be estimated?

1.3 Contributions
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Contributions

The main contribution of this thesis is formulation of the overlapping convex objects
segmentation framework as three components of image binarization, contour evidence
extraction, and contour estimation as shown in Figure 1.2.

Image Binarization

Contour Evidence Extraction

Contour Estimation

Input: grayscale image

Figure 1.2: Proposed framework.

In the image binarization, the region of the image that is covered by the object of interest
is separated from the background. Contour evidence extraction infers the visible parts
of the object contours and contour estimation resolves the full contours of an individual
object.
To develop a new efficient method, each module of the segmentation framework is
separately investigated, and proper methods for each task were developed. The developed methods were reported in one journal article [127] and three conference papers [129, 128, 130]. All of the publications were published in peer-reviewed forums with
an international referee practice. The author was the primary writer of all of the articles,
implemented all of the methods and carried out the experiments.
The segmentation framework was first introduced in [127]. The framework was designed
for segmentation of partially overlapping objects whose approximate shapes are known.
In this approach, the objects’ seed points were utilized to find the objects’ contour evidence. Seed points detection was performed by a compound model consisting of morphological erosion and the fast radial symmetry (FRS) transform [68]. The contour evidence
extraction was built up by linking the object seed points and the edge points obtained
from the image by Canny edge detector [14]. Once the contour evidence of detected
seed points was obtained, contour estimation was performed by ellipse fitting. The first
contribution of this work was the combined method of bounded erosion-fast radial Symmetry (BE-FRS) for seed points detection from a group of highly overlapping objects
in silhouette images. Based on observed convexity and radial symmetry properties of
the overlapping objects, the proposed BE-FRS method incorporates a predefined number of morphological erosion followed by FRS. Here, the morphological erosion attempts
to eliminate the touching points and increase the convexity of objects, and on the other
hand, FRS extracts the intersection of the lines of symmetry as individual centroids. The
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proposed seed points detection was tested by synthetic and real data against competing
methods, and the results showed that the proposed BE-FRS outperformed the competing
methods. The second contribution was the integration of the proposed BE-FRS method
into the segmentation of overlapping convex objects, enabling improvements compared
to existing solutions with higher detection rates and segmentation accuracy.
The performance of a contour estimation depends significantly on the goodness of the
obtained contour evidence. Thus, to improve the performance of the proposed framework, the contour evidence extraction module was studied in [128, 130, 129]. In these
works, the contour evidence extraction was captured through concave points detection
and segment grouping. The concave points split the object contours into multiple segments and a grouping algorithm merges the contour segments which belong to the same
objects. In [128] a method based on concave points detection using curvature analysis
and ellipse fitting-based segment grouping was developed to perform the contour evidence extraction task. The main contribution of the publication was to devise a new
contours evidence extraction strategy that provided better segmentation results. In order to improve the segment grouping performance, an alternative approach based on the
branch and bound optimization algorithm was proposed in [130]. This approach took
into account the convexity, symmetry and ellipticity of objects and achieved higher segmentation accuracy as compared to the previous methods. The contribution of this work
was the proposed branch and bound segment grouping method for the task of contour
evidence extraction. To show the effect of concave points detection on contour evidence
extraction, a comprehensive comparison of different techniques for concave points detection was presented in [129]. The concave points detection methods were quantitatively
evaluated using both synthetic and real data. A modification based on earlier concave
points detection method was proposed to make the concave points detection method fully
parameter-free. The proposed concave points detection method that was adopted to the
segmentation framework produced better results.
Moreover, the contour estimation problem is addressed in this thesis. A Gaussian process
regression contour estimation method was proposed to estimate the complete contours
of the objects. The proposed contour estimation method succeeded in obtaining the
more accurate contour of the objects in comparison with the earlier approaches. The
contour estimation method was exploited in the segmentation framework, and results
were improved.
The contributions are summarized as follows:
1. A method for object seed points detection based on bounded erosion and fast radial
symmetry.
2. A method for contour evidence extraction using concavity analysis and segment
grouping.
3. A parameter-free method for concave points detection.
4. A segment grouping method based on the branch and bound optimization algorithm.
5. A Gaussian process-based method for contour estimation.
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6. Three segmentation methods for overlapping convex objects segmentation.
7. Validation of the proposed methods using synthetic and real datasets which demonstrate the proposed methods outperformed the competing methods.

1.4

Structure of Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, an overview of the existing
segmentation methods is presented. Chapter 3 introduces the segmentation framework
and the binarization approaches. Chapter 4 is devoted to the description of contour
evidence extraction. The seed points, concave points detection, and evidence grouping
algorithms are elaborated and the theory behind them is given. Chapter 5 explores three
different approaches for contour estimation. In Chapter 6, the developed segmentation
methods for overlapping convex objects are presented. In Chapter 7, the experimental
data, the experimental setup and the results are presented. In order to analyze the
performance of the segmentation framework in a more detailed manner, each part of the
framework, including seed points detection, concave points detection, contour evidence
extraction, and contour estimation, are evaluated separately. In Chapter 8, the results
of the current study and the future research works are discussed, and in Chapter 9, the
conclusions are given.

20
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Chapter II

Image Segmentation

This chapter provides a review of different segmentation techniques. In Section 2.1, popular image segmentation methods are reviewed including the bottom-up and top-down
segmentation methods. Section 2.2 investigates several existing methods for overlapping
objects segmentation.

2.1

Image Segmentation

Segmentation is one of the fundamental steps in machine vision and image analysis. The
main objective of image segmentation is to partition an image into constituent parts and
extract important details. Segmentation is the task of labeling image pixels such that
the pixels with the same labels represent relevant information in the image. Semantic
segmentation and object segmentation are two common problems of image segmentation.
In semantic segmentation, every pixel in an image is labeled with a certain object class.
Semantic segmentation only cares about the image pixels classification and does not
differentiate between objects of the same class. Object or instance segmentation aims to
classify the image pixels to a particular class of objects such that each class represents an
individual object regardless of whether they are the same type. In object segmentation,
in addition to pixel labeling a class ID is assigned to each pixel to show which object
the pixel belongs. Figure 2.1 shows an example of semantic segmentation and object
segmentation in an image [2].
Segmentation methods can be classified into two categories: bottom-up segmentation
methods and top-down segmentation methods [135]. The bottom-up segmentation methods rely on low-level image features such as color, texture, and intensity in order to
segment an image into regions that are relatively homogeneous. The top-down methods
guided by prior knowledge about the objects’ appearance and shape model to perform
segmentation. In the following, these methods are briefly reviewed.
21
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.1: Example of semantic and object segmentation: (a) Original image;
(b) Semantic segmentation; (c) Object/instance segmentation. [2]

2.1.1

Bottom-up Segmentation Methods

Bottom-up methods do not have any knowledge about the image content and group
the image pixels based on the homogeneous characteristics such as gray-level, color,
intensity, or texture into non-overlapping regions that corresponded to the object or
its parts. These approaches can be categorized into two groups: discrete and continuous
methods. Discrete methods treat the image as a fixed discrete space while the continuous
methods consider the image as a continuous surface. K-means, the mixture of Gaussian,
mean shift, edge based, region based, watershed, and graph partitioning are examples of
discrete methods [135].
K-means [38] is the simplest clustering algorithm that groups the image pixels into different clusters based on a distance metric. Given n initial clusters’ centers, K-means
computes the distance of each pixel to the cluster center and assigns each pixel to the
nearest cluster center. Then, the cluster center is updated with the mean of all pixels
in the same cluster. This procedure continues until the cluster centers are not updated
or the termination condition is met. K-means works efficiency when the number or the
distribution of clusters are known and could not deal with the complex clusters.
Mixtures of Gaussian [10] is another clustering approach that relies on Gaussian distribution assumption of image pixels and represents each cluster by a Gaussian model.
It works similarly to K-means but updates the cluster center by the covariance matrix.
This method can handle the clusters that have different sizes and correlation.
The Mean shift [22] clustering method does not require prior knowledge of the number
and the shape of the clusters. It is built upon the concept of kernel density estimation
(KDE) and exploits the density of the pixels to find the number of clusters. Mean
shift places a kernel on each pixel (usually a Gaussian kernel) and estimates the density
function by summing up all of the individual kernels. In each iteration, the pixels move
towards the nearest KDE surface peak where the most pixels are located. This procedure
continues until the pixels do not shift by much distance and by this means, each pixel is
assigned to a cluster.
The edge-based segmentation techniques [35] are a common approach in image segmen-
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tation in which the edges obtained from the image are exploited to recognize the objects’
boundaries. Edge points are the discontinuities in image intensity which, basically are
estimated by image first and second order derivative operations. Edge-based segmentation basically applies an edge filter to the image, by which each pixel is classified as either
edge or non-edge. Then, an edge-linking method groups the edge pixel into meaningful
boundaries. The edge linking methods can be classified into two groups of local and
global methods. In local methods, the edge points are grouped according to edge pixels’
characteristics such as magnitude and direction of the gradient in a small neighborhood.
In the global method, all edge points in the image are considered at the same time and
grouped based on a similarity constraint. Hough transform [50, 62] is a powerful global
edge-linking method that is commonly used for the detection of regular curves such as
lines, ellipses, and circles.
Region-based segmentation algorithms are based on the idea that the pixels in the neighborhood of a particular region share similar characteristics such as intensity value and
pattern. In general, region-based segmentation is a pixel-wise operative algorithm in
which each pixel is compared to its neighboring pixels, and if a pre-defined homogeneity
condition is satisfied, the pixel and its neighbors are classified as a particular group.
The region growing segmentation [3] starts with a set of seed points as the initial region
hypothesis and then proceeds to expand the regions by adding adjacent pixels to the
regions based on predefined criteria. This procedure continues until there are no more
adjacent pixels that satisfy the criteria. The seed point initialization and similarity criteria are the key elements for the region-growing algorithm affecting their performances.
The region splitting-merging algorithm [43] is an iterative implementation of region-based
segmentation. The splitting-merging algorithm compares adjacent regions and merges
them if they are homogeneous. Specifically, it starts with the whole image as a single region and then splits it into four subsequent disjointed quadrants. It iteratively continues
this process for each subsequent region until all pixels contained in the regions satisfy
the homogeneity criterion. Then, two adjacent regions are merged if they satisfy a certain similarity constraint, e.g., gray-level homogeneity. The splitting-merging algorithm
produces adjacent regions that contain very similar properties.
Watershed transform [109] can be seen as a region-growing-based segmentation applied
to a gradient image. Watershed immerses the landscape in water from regional minima
and builds a wall to avoid water merging when the water level rises over the basins. This
process continues until the water immerses all points in the landscape. In watershed
transformation, the gradient image is considered to be a topographical surface in which
the edges resemble the region boundaries (watershed lines) and the areas with local
intensity minima resemble the regions (catchment basins).
Graph-based methods [32, 98, 123] are another type of region-based segmentation
method that considers the image as a weighted graph such that the nodes correspond
to the pixels and each edge defines the similarity of neighboring pixels by their weights.
The weighted graph splits into two or more partitions according to an optimization function defined on the graph such that the similarity within a group is high and across the
group is low. The graph is partitioned into clusters where each cluster presents an image
segment.
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Continuous methods have also been applied for segmenting an image into different regions. Variational methods or active contours [51] are examples of continuous methods
that consider the image as a continuous surface and solve the segmentation problem
through energy function minimization. Active contours aim to divide an image into multiple sub-regions of continuous boundaries. Given an initial boundary shape in the form
of a closed contour, active contour models seek out the region of interest by modifying
the shape boundaries through shrinking and expansion operations of the subject in a
particular set of constraints, a so-called contour evolution. The underlying constraints
that control the contour evolution process modeled by the minimization of certain energy
functions. Figure 2.2 shows an example of active contour segmentation [18].

Figure 2.2: Active contour segmentation: (a) Original image with initial contour;
(b) Segmentation result. [18]

2.1.2

Top-down Segmentation Methods

The bottom-up segmentation methods usually rely on the image-derived features and do
not employ any external information about the objects in the image. Such schemes, while
applied to the segmentation of images with either noisy objects, clutter background or
occluded parts, may fail to yield acceptable results. In a wide variety of applications for
image segmentation [15, 34, 95, 113], prior knowledge about the shape of the object of
interest can significantly improve the segmentation results. Considering the information
about the shape of objects in the image, even in the form of a very basic shape template,
can help with image segmentation problems. These methods usually require defining the
shape model through a statistical approach like principal component analysis (PCA) [48].
Several methods have been proposed in order to formulate the image segmentation with
a shape prior knowledge such as [87]: template matching, landmark-based, variational
methods, and the shape Boltzmann machine.
Template matching [46, 47, 108], is the basic form of image segmentation with shape
prior. In template matching, the shape prior is defined through a parametric geometric model. Due to the superimposed complexity of high dimensional parametric shape
models, template matching segmentation methods experience considerable difficulty in
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reaching an optimal solution when applied to the segmentation of complex shapes, modeled by a large number of parameters. In addition, template matching is computationally
involved because multiple templates are required for addressing the segmentation of the
objects with highly variable appearance shape models.
In landmark-based segmentation methods, the prior information regarding the shape of
interest is represented through certain landmark features. The landmark-based segmentation is basically a supervised shape modeling in which a set of aligned training shape
samples are used to build the reference shape model. The two most popular examples
may be referred to as the active shape model (ASM) [24] and the active appearance model
(AAM) [23], where the reference landmark shape model is obtained through PCA. The
landmark-based segmentation methods are simple and efficient, but similar to any other
supervised method relying on input training data, suffer from being semi-automatic and
dependent on prior manually provided shape information.
Active contour or variational methods solve the segmentation problem through energy
function minimization. In [61], a physical shape model incorporates in terms of modal
analysis, which combines object contours and prior knowledge about the expected shape
into an ASM to detect the invisible boundaries of a single nucleus. There are several
variational-based approaches that use level-set contour models to perform segmentation on the objects with complex boundaries that formulated through analytical equations [15, 105]. Within the level set-based variation methods, the shape prior model is
essentially a level-set representation that introduces the reference model to the energy
function controlling the shape constraint. In [91], a level set- based variational framework was proposed that uses an energy function to govern the shape constraint. The
shape information is defined by a probability distribution encapsulating the variation of
a set of training data. In [63], the shape knowledge is implemented through a two-stage
procedure. First, the segmentation results are obtained by a data-driven energy term,
and is then improved by exploiting the level-set shape prior model constructed by PCA.
In [63], a variation framework with shape prior is presented, in which the similarity
measure between the reference and the evolving shape is determined by the Euclidean
distance.
The Shape Boltzmann Machine (SBM) [29] is a powerful shape modeling that can be
used for object shape completion or missing region estimation. The SBM builds a probabilistic model of binary object shapes that can capture both realism and generalization
properties. The realism ensures that the model captures the shape distributions from
realistic samples while the generalization ensures that the samples generated from the
learned distribution can also cover unseen examples of the same shape class. To perform the shape completion, first the probability distributions over the object shapes is
learned from a set of binary training shapes and next missing pixels are generated from
the learned distribution. In [28], a model based on the SBM is proposed for object shape
modeling that represents the physical local part of the objects as a union of convex polytopes. A Multi-Scale Shape Boltzmann Machine (MSSBM) is introduced in [120] for
shape modeling and representation that is able to learn the true binary distributions of
the training shapes and generate more valid shapes.
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2.2

Segmentation of Overlapping Objects

In image processing, segmentation of overlapping objects is considered to be the challenging task that tries to address the segmentation of multiple objects with partial views. In
the past few decades, many efforts have been devoted to automated overlapping objects
detection and segmentation. In the following, a summary of the methods for overlapping
objects segmentation on different types of application is provided.
Watershed transform is one of the commonly used approaches in overlapping cell segmentation [99, 20, 49]. Due to intensity variation in the image, the watershed transform
may be prone to over-segmentation when the immersing starts from the location of
local minima. Marker control watershed is the common approach to overcome the oversegmentation problem [121]. In this approach, the starting point of immersion procedure
is defined by a marker instead of local minima. Certain strategies have been reported in
literature for marker initialization such as morphological filtering [121, 99], adaptive Hminima transform [20], radial-symmetry-based voting [117], supervised learning [71] and
marker clustering [119]. Stochastic watershed is proposed in [6] to improve the performance of watershed segmentation for segmentation of complex images into few regions.
In this approach, random markers are used to generate the probability destiny function
of the contours that later used to find the most significant regions in the image. Despite
all improvement, the methods based on the watershed transform may still experience difficulties with segmentation of highly overlapped objects in which a sharp gradient is not
present and obtaining the correct markers is still challenging. Moreover, the watershed
transform does not provide full contours of the occluded objects. Figure 2.3 shows an
example of watershed segmentation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: An example of watershed segmentation: (a) Original image; (b)
Watershed segmentation result.

Active contour is one of the most prominent methods in medical image analysis [76] that
has been applied to overlapping cell segmentation. The original form of ASM is restricted
to single-object segmentation and cannot deal with more complex scenarios of multiple
occluded objects. To address this issue, ASM was extended in [132] and [5] to segment
multiple overlapping objects simultaneously. In [70], ASM is customized by a shape prior
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constraint [91] and distance regularized level-set model [64], to handle overlapping cell
segmentation. Accurate initialization and computation complexity limit the efficiency of
the active contour-based methods for segmentation of overlapping objects.
Graph-partitioning [123] is an alternative approach for segmentation of overlapping objects. The cutting criterion has a crucial role in graph partition methods. A generalized
normalized cut criterion [125] is applied in [11] for cell segmentation in microscopy images. Softmax-flow/min-cut cutting along through Delaunay triangulation is introduced
in [16] for segmenting the touching nuclei. In [4] a semi-automatic approach for detection
and segmentation of cell nuclei is introduced where the detection process is performed
by graph-cuts-based binarization and Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LoG) filtering. The problem of overlapping cell separation was addressed by introducing shape’s priors to the
graph-cut framework in [26]. Graph partitioning based methods become computational
expensive and fail to keep the global their optimality [67] when applied to the task of
overlapping objects. Moreover, overlapping objects usually have similar image intensities in the overlapping region, which can make the graph-partition methods a less ideal
approach for overlapping objects segmentation.
Morphological operations have also been applied to overlapping object segmentation [83].
Ultimate erosion (UE) [106] is a well known mathematical morphological filter that has
been applied to overlapping objects segmentation. It recursively performs a series of
erosion operation on each connected region in the image and stops when only one more
erosion operation completely removes that region. The remaining regions are considered
markers and can be used to separate the overlapping objects. In the case of noisy images, UE can produce more than one marker per object and lead to over-segmentation.
To tackle this problem, ultimate erosion for convex set (UECS) [79] is proposed, which
stropped the erosion operations earlier than UE. The stopping criterion is based on the
convexity properties of the objects. UECS measures the concavity depth of each connected region and repeatedly applies erosion operation until the region becomes convex.
However, this may be prone to under-segmentation with highly overlapped objects when
the degree of concavity is low. In [121], the erosion operation is continued until the size
of the object become smaller than a predefined threshold. This method is sensitive to
selected threshold values and can easily be prone to over-under segmentation. Figure 2.4
shows an example of UE and UECS segmentation results on an image [79]. The white
regions in the image show the detected marker for each object.
A large group of literature addressed the problem of overlapping segmentation through
concave points detection [96, 27, 122, 59, 110, 31, 60]. The concave points are the
intersecting points on the objects’ boundaries such that the line connecting the two points
on the object boundaries does not pass through the objects. In these approaches, the
concave points in the contour of the object divide the contour of overlapping objects into
different segments based on the location of concavities and grouping criterion combines
the contours of each object. In [134] and [9], concave points extraction is performed using
the polygonal approximation. The concave points are found by fitting a series of lines to
object contours in [31]. In [60, 122], the concave points are obtained through concavity
analysis of the objects’ contours. As these approaches strongly rely on concave points
detection and grouping criterion performance to segment object contours, they may have
problems with either objects that contain large-scale fluctuations or objects whose shape
largely deviate from a particular shape.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.4: An example of UECS segmentation: (a) Original image; (b) Binary
image; (c) UE; (d) UECS. [79]

Several approaches have been studied the contour completion of partially occluded objects
or illusory contours using amodal completion [39, 107]. In Gestalt psychology, amodal
completion is the ability of the human to correctly estimate the complete contour of the
object when only part of the object is visible. The method based on amodal completion
considers the local and global shape structure of the objects to estimate the missing part.
In local methods, contour completion is performed by curve or line completion [104]. The
hidden parts of the objects’ contours are estimated by line interpolation between the two
endpoints of the visible contour. In global methods [40], the contour completion is done
based on symmetry completion. The symmetry parameters, center, orientation, and linesymmetry axes, are obtained from the visible parts of the object contours to reconstruct
the hidden parts. The drawback of these methods is that they cannot properly deal with
non-symmetric objects or objects with complex contours.
Supervised learning methods are also applied for touching cell segmentation [103]. Supervised learning is a machine learning technique in which a model is trained, given
the input data and desired outputs, to make the prediction of response for unseen data
using a learning algorithm. In [17], a statistical model using PCA and distance-based
nonmaximum suppression is learned for nucleus detection and localization. In [100], a
two-stage supervised model is trained for nuclei localization through random forest and
SVM classifier. In [7], a generative supervised learning approach for the segmentation of
overlapping objects based on the maximally stable extremal regions (MSER) algorithm
and a structured output support vector machine(SVM) framework [42] along dynamic
programming is proposed. The performance of the supervised method highly depends
on the quality of labeled data and the learning algorithm.
Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNN) [58, 131] have gained particular attention
due to their success in solving various computer vision problems. The success of CNN is
connected to their ability to learn rich image representations. In [65], a seven-layer CNN
was trained for cell candidate region detection in lung cancer images. A multiscale CNN
and graph-partitioning-based framework for cervical cytoplasm and nuclei detection is
introduced [102]. In [115], a CNN based on the Hough voting method is proposed for
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cell nuclei localization. In [116], a CNN is combined with an iterative region merging
method for nucleus segmentation and shape representation. In [101], a CNN framework
is combined with the deformation model to segment individual cells from overlapping
clumps in pap smear images. CNN approaches require vast amounts of annotated data
and providing such data is again a laborious task and makes the CNN methods a less
ideal candidate for overlapping objects segmentation. Moreover, training of CNN models
are computationally expensive and demand powerful computing resources.

30
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Chapter III

Proposed Framework and Image Binarization

The presented methods for overlapping convex objects segmentation in Section 2.2 can
achieve a good result under certain circumstances, and their performance is limited by
the way they handle overlapping objects segmentation. The watershed transform requires
the accurate marker initialization for overlapping object segmentation and obtaining such
accurate markers is challenging. Moreover, the watershed infers the visible region of the
overlapping objects and do not estimate the full contours of each object. Active contour methods are suitable for single-object segmentation and when applied to multiple
overlapping objects they become computationally expensive. Presence of a large number of objects in image brings a computational challenge in the graph-partition methods
when applied to overlapping objects segmentation. Morphological based methods make
a specific assumption about overlapping degree of the objects and fail to work on objects
with a high degree of overlap. CNN methods need large amounts of labeled data and
providing such data is a laborious task. Besides, many of the developed methods are not
able to recover the full contours of the objects, which is essential for many industrial and
biomedical applications such as nanoparticles [79] and cell segmentation [85]. In order to
overcome the aforementioned challenges in overlapping objects segmentation, a segmentation framework is introduced in this chapter. Section 3.1 provides the scheme and the
steps involved in the proposed framework for overlapping convex object segmentation in
silhouette images. Section 3.2 presents the image binarization approaches.

3.1

Framework for Overlapping Convex Objects Segmentation

The proposed framework [127, 128, 129, 130] addresses the problem of overlapping convex objects segmentation through three steps of image binarization, contour evidence
extraction and contour estimation as shown in Figure 3.1. In the proposed framework,
through the detection of an individual object and eventually the relevant visual contour
parts, the overlapping objects are segmented by the objects’ complete contours.
Given an image as an input, the segmentation process starts with pre-processing to build
an image silhouette and the corresponding edge map. In the contour evidence extraction
31
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Figure 3.1: Proposed framework.

steps, edge points that belonged to each object are grouped using seed points or concave
points detection along with a grouping algorithm. Once the contour evidence has been
obtained, contour estimation is carried out to infer the missing parts of the overlapping
objects.
Binarization is the process of splitting an image into two different sub-regions of foreground and background. It can be considered as a preprocessing step that removes
background regions from the image. In this framework, depending on the image under
examination, two methods Otsu [78] and U-net [88], can be utilized for binarization. It
is worth mentioning that any binarization method can be utilized to obtain the binary
image, but in this thesis only these two are considered. Otsu separates the foreground
pixels and background pixels with a thresholding procedure. Otsu relies on a bimodal
distribution assumption of gray-level values of the image and does not work well with
noisy images or variable illumination. U-net is a CNN framework that considers binarization to be a pixel classification learning task. In U-net, a CNN model is trained to
convert an input image into its binarized version. A more detailed description of the
image binarization is given in Section 3.2.
The contour evidence is the visible parts of the object contours that can be used to infer the occluded parts of overlapping objects. The contour evidence extraction aims to
find a cluster of edge points that, when combined, form an object. To obtain the contour evidence, two approaches are proposed: edge-to-seed point association and segment
grouping by concave points detection. In the first method, contour evidence is extracted
by an edge-to-seed point association using the obtained seed points and their relation
to the image edges. In this method, the seed points are detected by bounded erosion
(BE) followed by the fast radial symmetry (FRS) transform [127]. The detected seed
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points are used to group the object edge points using a distance relevance metric. In
the second method, the concave points first decompose the object contours into multiple
contour segments according to the location of concavity, and then segment grouping step
merges the contour segments, which belongs to the same objects. The segment grouping is addressed by two approaches, namely: ellipse fitting [128], and branch-and-bound
algorithm (BB) [130]. In the ellipse fitting approach, the contour segments are grouped
based on the properties of the ellipse fitted to each segment. In the branch and bound
method, the contour segments which belong to the same objects are grouped by utilizing
the branch and bound algorithms using a criterion defining the convexity, symmetry, and
ellipticity of the resulting object. A more detailed description of the contour evidence
extraction is provided in Chapter 4.
The last step in the segmentation of overlapping objects is the contour estimation where
utilizing the visual information produced from the previous step, the missing parts of
the object contours are estimated. Two methods are considered: ellipse fitting [33]
and Gaussian process [114]. In the ellipse fitting approach, the contour estimation is
implemented through a non-linear ellipse fitting problem in which partially observed
objects are modeled in the form of ellipse-shape objects. In the latter method, the
Gaussian process predicts the missing parts of the evidence and estimates the full contours
of the objects accurately based on a Gaussian process regression model on the polar
coordinates. A more detailed description of the contour evidence extraction is given in
Chapter 5.

3.2

Image Binarization

Image binarization is an important preprocessing step in which the objects are separated
from the background of the image for further analysis. In binarization, the object and
background pixels in the image can be distinguished from their pixel values and, based
on a defined criterion, the image pixels are converted to values of 0 or 1. The two groups
of methods for image binarization: threshold-based methods and CNN-based methods
are presented in the following.
3.2.1

Threshold-Based Methods

Threshold-based binarization is one of the most computationally efficient techniques for
separating the foreground region from the image background. It works based on the
intensity difference where the areas of an image, whose pixel values fall under a specific
range, corresponds to a particular region. The key of thresholding methods is to find the
optimal threshold value. Global and local thresholding are the two most regularly used
approaches for threshold-based binarization approaches. In global methods, all pixels in
the image are segmented with the same threshold value, while in local thresholding, the
threshold value is estimated locally pixel by pixel or region by region.
The Otsu [78] and Kittler et al. [54] methods are the most commonly used global methods
to choose the threshold value. Otsu iterates over all the possible threshold values and
calculates the variance of two classes, foreground and background, after they have been
separated. The desired threshold corresponds to value that maximizes the between-class
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variance of the resulting foreground and background classes defined as
σb2 (t) = w0 (t)w1 (t)[µ0 (t) − µ1 (t)]2

(3.1)

where the w0 and w1 are the weights of the class probabilities of different gray-level
values estimated by
w0 (t) =

t
X

Pi

and w1 (t) =

i=0

255
X

Pi

(3.2)

i=t+1

and µ0 and µ1 the class means given by
µ0 (t) =

t
X
iPi

w0 (t)

i=0

and µ1 (t) =

255
X
iPi
i=t+1

(3.3)

w1 (t)

where Pi stands for probability of of the intensities between i = 1, ..t and t is the maximum gray value.
Otsu provides satisfactory results when the number of pixels in each class are equally
distributed. The Kittler et al. method assumes that foreground and background pixel
gray-level values are normally distributed with distinct means and standard deviations.
Based on this assumption, the parameters of the Gaussian model are estimated from the
gray-level histogram, h(g), using fitting techniques. The parameters of mixture density,
µi , σi2 and prior probabilities Pi (i = 1, 2) are estimated by minimizing a criterion function
J(t) defined as
J(t) = 1+2[P1 (t) loge σ1 (t)+P2 (t) loge σ2 (t)]−2[P1 (t) loge P1 (t)+P2 (t) loge P2 (t)] (3.4)
where
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(3.7)

g=t+1

Local methods depend on local information of the image, and the separation between
two classes are defined by local image statistics such as range, mean and variance. Local
methods compute a different threshold for each pixel based on the grayscale information
contained in a neighborhood of the pixel. Methods by Niblack [77] and Sauvola et al. [94]
slide a rectangular window of n × n size over the gray-level image and estimates the local
mean, m(x, y), and standard deviation, σ(x, y), of the pixels inside the window. The
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computed local mean and standard deviation defines the value of the threshold. In the
Niblack method, the threshold value computed as
T (x, y) = m(x, y) + wσ(x, y),

(3.8)

where w is the weighting parameter that defines the effect of standard deviation. In the
Sauvola et al. method, the threshold value is defined by


σ(x, y)
−1 ,
T (x, y) = m(x, y) 1 + w
R

(3.9)

where R is the dynamic range for standard deviation.
Bernsen [12] adopted the threshold value using the image contrast information. The
threshold is set at the mid-range value of the maximum and minimum gray-level value
in a local window of n × n. The computational complexity of the local methods are very
high, and the efficiency of these methods depend on the local window size.
3.2.2

CNN-Based Methods

The binarization using the thresholding-based methods do not always achieve good results
due to various reasons such as noise, contrast variation, and non-uniform background.
To deal with this situation, a machine learning framework based on the convolutional
neural networks (CNN) [58] have been proposed for image binarization. CNN is a class
of deep neural network that is composed of multiple convolutional and subsampling
layers followed by an output layer as shown in Figure 3.2 [1]. Convolutional layers apply
convolution operations to the input image to produce the feature maps and pass the
result to the next layer. In the pooling layer, the feature map is subsampled with mean
or max pooling to reduce the dimension of feature maps. The output layer in CNN is
usually a fully connected layer which takes input from the previous layer and computes
the score of each class in a 1-D array. The activation function layer applies a non-linearity
activation function to each feature map produced from convolutional layers.
In CNN-based methods, binarization is formulated as semantic segmentation task in
which each pixel in the image is assigned to an object class: foreground and background.
Fully convolutional networks (FCN) [66] was the first end-to-end, pixels-to-pixels network proposed for semantic segmentation. It takes an input image of arbitrary size and
produces the dense pixelwise prediction as output, shown in Figure 3.3 [66]. In FCN,
the final fully connected layer is converted to a convolution layer to classify each pixel
in the image. In FCNs, to perform end-to-end learning, the output feature maps are
upsampled and matched to the size of the original input image. The final output layer
is the same size as the input image, and the number of channels is equal to the number
of classes. As the pooling layers lose the spatial information, the skip connection from
higher-resolution feature maps is introduced in FCNs. A skip connection is a shortcut
connection from the output of one layer to the input of another layer.
Despite the use of upsampling layers and skip connections, the FCN still produces coarse
segmentation maps. To provide the better segmentation maps, the Segnet architecture
was proposed in [8]. Segnet is an encoder-decoder network. The encoder network applied
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Figure 3.2: An example of a CNN for image classification. [1]

the convolution operations to produce the feature maps and the decoder networks upsampled the corresponding encoder feature maps using the indices of maxpooling layers,
shown in Figure 3.4 [8]. Segnet has more skip connections than FCN in which the indices
of maxpooling layers are copied rather than the encode feature maps as in FCN.
Another alternative way to avoid the spatial loss information during sub-sampling is the
dilated convolutions proposed in [124, 19]. In these networks, to increase the field of
view for better segmentation results, the downsampling layers are replaced by the dilated
convolution. Dilated convolution is a convolution operation with a dilated filter that
expands the input and fills the added pixels with zeros. This increases the performance
of dense prediction by preserving the local information.
U-net
The CNN model used in this thesis is implemented by the well- know U-net architecture
proposed by Ronneberger et al. [88]. The U-net was developed for cell image segmentation where a few annotated images were available. It has several layers of convolutional
encoder and decoder, followed by a final pixelwise classification layer as shown in Figure
3.5 [88]. Each encoder layer is composed of duplicated 3 × 3 convolutions operation followed by a rectified linear unit (RELU). Subsequently, the encoder layers downsampled
the feature maps using a 2 × 2 max pooling operation with stride 2. To avoid spatial
information loss during downsampling, the encoder feature maps are up-sampled and
summed to the corresponding decoder feature maps and passed to the next layer after
rectification in decoder layers. The final layer is 1 × 1 convolution to map each feature
vector to the desired classes. To classify each pixel and ensure that all predicted pixels
are in [0 1] range, the Sigmoid activation function is used at the output layer.
As the quantity and diversity of the training samples are important to achieve high
accuracy, and typically only a small amount of annotated data is available, the data
augmentation is employed to create a larger training dataset. Here, the augmented
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Figure 3.3: An example of fully convolutional networks for semantic segmentation where each class is represented by a color. [66]

Figure 3.4: Segnet encoder-decoder network. [8]

data is generated by affine transformations (rotation, shifts, and shearing). The training
images are zero-centered and normalized to unit variance.
The network is trained using the ADAM optimization algorithm [53]. The loss function
for training the network is defined based on the Dice coefficient [133]. Given, the
prediction Ip and the ground truth Ig , the dice coefficient (DSC) measures the similarity
as follows:
DSC =

2|Ip ∩ Ig |
.
|Ip ∪ Ig |

(3.10)

The higher DSC value indicates more similarity and since the training aims to minimize
the loss function, it is defined as a negative dice coefficient. An example of image binarization methods applied to an NPs’ image is presented in Figure 3.6. As can be seen
in Figure 3.6, the U-net performs better compared to both global and local thresholding methods. The binarization step is highly application-specific. In the case of backlit
microscope images of NPs where the objects of interest are distinguishable from the background, the Otsu method is a good choice. For other types of images that contain noise
or varying illumination, the U-net can be employed to produce the binarized image.
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Figure 3.5: U-net architecture. The blue boxs show the multi-channel feature
maps. The number of channels is shown on top of the box. The x-y-size is
represented at the lower left edge of the box. [88]

(a)

(c)

(b)

(e)

(f)

(d)

(g)

Figure 3.6: An example of image binarization methods: (a) Original image; (b)
U-net [88]; (c) Otsu [78]; (d) Kittler [54] (e) Niblack [77]; (f) Sauvola [94]; (g)
Bernsen [12].

Chapter IV

Contour Evidence Extraction

Contour evidence is the visible parts of the objects’ boundaries that can be used to
infer the occluded parts of overlapping objects. The contour evidence extraction aims
to group the edge points that belong to the same object. The contour evidence can be
obtained by two approaches: edge-to-seed association and segment grouping as shown
in Figure 4.1. In the first approach, the contour evidence extraction is carried out
by an edge-to-seed point association method [79] incorporating the visual parts of the
overlapping objects and the detected seed points. The second approach relies on contour
segmentation using concave points detection and segment grouping. This chapter focuses
on the contour evidence extraction approaches. In Section 4.1, seed points detection
methods are presented and in Section 4.2 the edge-to-seed point association method is
described. Section 4.3 reviews the concave points detection approaches. Section 4.4
presents the segment grouping methods.
Contour Evidence Extraction

Seed points detection

Edge-to-seed point association

Concave points detection

Segment grouping
or
Ellipse fitting

Figure 4.1: Contour evidence extraction approaches.
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4.1

Seed Points Detection

Seed points are central geometric points or a point in the interior of the object which
conceptually provides a basic cue to separate overlapping objects. The primary goal in
seed points detection is to recognize the presence and the number of individual objects
in an image. The detected seed points within the process of segmentation of the object
with occlusion are considered prior information by which the performance of the final
segmentation results can be improved. This section introduces the methods that are
applied or implemented for the task of seed points detection.
4.1.1

Distance Transform

The distance transform (DT) [13, 73] is a simple operator that is usually applied to image
segmentation. It is calculated in such a way that the value of each pixel is replaced by
its distance to the nearest zero pixels, as defined by the distance metric. There are
several different types of distance metric that can be used to determine the distance
between pixels such as chessboard, cityblock and Euclidean metrics. Here, the Euclidean
distance is considered as distance metric. The medial axis of an object in the image
can be seen as the ridges in DT by which the distance from a boundary of an object
to the medial axis is estimated. In this way, the local maxima in DT may correspond
to the seed regions of the objects in the image by which the number of objects can be
counted. Provided that the core of objects are separable, i.e., there is only a single local
maximum in each object region, DT combined with a global thresholding scheme can
be used to separate and count the overlapping objects. In particular, in the watershed
transformation [109], the local maxima regions of DT are used as watershed markers,
which eventually results in the segmentation of the objects. Figure 4.2 demonstrates DT
as employed for seed points detection [126]. The original grayscale image is converted
to a binary image through global thresholding. DT is computed from the binary image.
The seed regions (local maxima regions of DT) are obtained by global thresholding.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.2: Seed points detection by distance transform: (a) Original grayscale
image; (b) Binary image; (c) Result of DT; (d) Seed points/regions identified by
DT. [126]
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Slide Band Filter

When the general convexity of objects is assumed, local convergence filter (LCF) [30]
is one of the commonly used methods for seed points detection. LCF relies on the
direction of the image gradient vectors. It examines the degree of convergence of the
gradient vector within a predefined support region toward a pixel of interest. The local
convergence of the image gradient vector at a given pixel is formulated by the cosine of
the angle between the gradient orientation and the line connecting that pixel and center
of the support region.
The broad range of LCF methods can be found in image processing literature, but in
comparison with other convergence filters, the slide band filter (SBF) [85] can handle a
broader detection range of shapes variation [85]. All of the LCFs share the same definition
for the convergence degree but differ in their approach to define the support regions. Coin
filter (CF) [55] is the simplest LCF method whose support region is defined by a circular
shape of variable radius. The IRIS filter (IF) is not limited to a circular shape, and the
size and the shape of the support region could change around the pixel of interest through
N directions. Since the supporting region of IF varies, it can handle more complex shapes
compared to CF. In the adaptive ring filter (ARF) [111], the support region is defined
by a ring-shaped convergence region. The ring-shaped support region is inspired by the
idea that the convergence of convex-shaped objects is rooted in the objects with edges.
The SBF integrates the ideas of IF and ARF by defining a support region formed by a
fixed width convergence band whose radius could vary in each direction.
Figure 4.3 shows four different LCF methods with their corresponding support regions [30],
CF [55], IF [55], ARF [111], and SBF [85].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.3: Four different LCF filters are represented by the support regions,
highlighted in gray. The support regions are based on 8 radial directions and the
vector r points to a sample point in the support region: (a) Coin filter; (b) IRIS
filter; (c) Adaptive ring filter; (d) Slide band filter. [30]

In LCF filters [30], the support region of a pixel point of interest is defined by dividing the
neighborhood into N equally spaced radial directions. Each point (x0 , y0 ) on the support
region is given in Cartesian coordinates, resolved by the coordinates of the interest pixel
point (x, y), the orientation of ith radial with respect to x-axis θi = 2π
N (i − 1) and the
sample pixel point r0 at ith direction as
x0 = x + r0 sin(θi ),
y0 = y + r0 cos(θi ).

(4.1)
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The convergence index measures how strongly the gradient vectors point toward the
pixel of interest within a defined support region. In the two-dimensional discrete space
of image I(x, y), the convergence index at each image point of spatial coordinates (x, y)
determined by the cosine of the angle between the gradient orientation at the polar
coordinate (θi , r0 ) and the radial direction that is currently analyzed as
CI (x, y) =

1
M

X

cos(θi −α(x, y, θi , r0 )),

(4.2)

(θi ,r0 )∈S

where M is the number of points in the filter support region S, and α(x, y, θi , r0 ) is the
image gradient orientation within the defined filter support region as

α(x, y, θi , r0 ) = tan−1 (

∂I(x0 , y0 )/∂x
),
∂I(x0 , y0 )/∂y

(4.3)

where ∂I/∂x and ∂I/∂y are the row-wise and the column-wise image derivatives which
computed by taking the difference in the x (horizontal) and y(vertical) direction. It
calculates based on the central difference and assumes the spacing between points is 1.
The SBF [85] estimates the overall convergence by combining all of the individual convergence index (CI ) of the sample points, such that the convergence of the pixel interest
point is maximized along each radial direction. Provided the allowable radius range of
convergence and the ring width, the overall convergence degree at the interest point (x, y)
is given by
N −1

r+dw

i=0

r0 =r

X
1X
CI (x, y, θi , r0 )],
max
[
SBF (x, y) =
Rmin ≤r≤Rmax
N

(4.4)

where Rmin is radius of minimum convergence, Rmax is radius of maximum convergence,
dw is ring width, and N is the number of radial directions for which convergence is
evaluated.
Figure 4.4 demonstrates the SBF filter employed for seed points detection [126]. The
original image is converted to a binary image through global thresholding. The final
results of SBF are the points with maximal overall convergences. The radii range of
support regions, shown in blue, is the key parameter in the SBF seed points detection
method. The correct radius range yields to more accurate results.
4.1.3

Ultimate Erosion for Convex Sets

Ultimate erosion for convex sets (UECS) [79] is an iterative morphological algorithm that
extracts the seed regions from overlapping objects. UECS is an extension of the ultimate
erosion (UE) method with a modified stopping criteria [79]. The early stopping of the
erosion process in UECS is the key feature overcoming the problem of over-segmentation,
which is the usual problem with ordinary UE.
In mathematical morphology, given a binary silhouette Ib and a set of convex objects
Ib = ∪ni=1 Ci , the UECS is to apply a recursive erosion operation to extract a subset
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.4: Seed points detection by slide band filter: (a) Original grayscale
image; (b) Binary image; (c) Support region, shown in blue, by SBF radial size
[15-25]; (d) Seed points identified by SBF. [126]

for every Ci , called marker, such that they are pairwise disconnected. That is, at the
tth iteration of the erosion process, each connected component Ai of image silhouette
(t−1)
Ib
undergoes the Minkowski subtraction [37] with respect to a closed disc- structuring
element Q(0, 1) of radius 1, shown in Figure 4.5, as
(t)

Ei = Ai

Q(0, 1),

(4.5)

where stands for Minkowski subtraction and Ei is the result of the erosion process of
(t)
each connected component by which the image silhouette Ib is, as
I (t+1) = ∪i Ei .

(4.6)

Figure 4.5: Disc shaped structuring element.

The criteria to stop the erosion process is determined by the convexity of the connected
component Ai obtained from the erosion process. It is shown in [89] that the most
robust convex (concavity) measure with regard to the coarseness of a digitized image
is equivalent to the maximum distance from the chord of the region boundary to the
boundary itself. For the image silhouette Ib and its convex and concave hulls, denoted
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as O = conv (Ib ) and V = O \ Ib respectively, the concavity of V is defined as
c(V ) = max

j=1,...,m

d(Vj ∩ ∂O, Vj ∩ ∂Ib )
,
l(Vj ∩ ∂O)

(4.7)

where
d(X, Y ) = max min kx − yk

(4.8)

x∈X y∈Y

and ∂O is a boundary of O, l is the length of the line segment. Figure 4.6 demonstrates
UECS employed for seed points detection [126]. The original image is converted to a
binary image through global thresholding. The final results of UECS is a subset of
disconnected objects obtained from the erosion process with the concavity measurements
as the stopping criteria. The blue regions are the detected seed regions of the objects
and the red markers represent the detected seed points.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.6: Seed points detection by ultimate erosion for Convex Set: (a)
Original grayscale image; (b) Binary image; (c) Seed points/regions identified
by UECS. [126]

4.1.4

Fast Radial Symmetry

Fast radial symmetry (FRS) [68] is a feature extraction technique that transforms the
original image to new representation, highlighting the local radial symmetry of the image
gradient. In other words, FRS is a spatial transformation that explores the image gradient
to mark the central points of symmetry. Due to symmetric characteristics of various
convex objects, the FRS is found as a potential tool to determine the objects’ seed
points.
The main idea behind FRS transformation is that every pixel in the image space gives a
vote for the plausible radial symmetry at some specific distance from the point. Provided
the distance value n of the range [Rmin Rmax ], for every pixel (x, y) of the gradient image
g, FRS determines the positively-affected P+ve and negatively-affected P−ve pixels as
shown in Figure 4.7 [68] by
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g(x, y)
n),
kg(x, y)k
g(x, y)
P−ve (x, y) = (x, y) − round(
n)
kg(x, y)k

P+ve (x, y) = (x, y) + round(

(4.9)

and initialize the orientation projection image On and the magnitude projection image
Mn by zero. Then, for each pair of positively affected pixels, the equivalent point in the
orientation and magnitude projection image incremented by 1 and kg(x, y)k respectively.
For negatively affected pixels, the same amount decremented from the orientation and
the magnitude projection image.
Upon constructing the orientation and magnitude images, the radial symmetry contribution Sn for the radius n ∈ [Rmin , Rmax ] is calculated by the convolution of Fn with a
two-dimensional Gaussian Gn as
Sn = Fn ∗ Gn ,

(4.10)

where Fn is formulated as
α

Fn (x, y) =

|Mn (x, y)| |On (x, y)|
( k
),
kn
n

(4.11)

where α and kn are respectively the radial strictness and the scaling factor that normalizes
Mn and On across different radii trough their maximum values. The full FRS transform
S by which the interest symmetric regions are defined, is given by the average of the
symmetry contributions over all of the radii n ∈ [Rmin , Rmax ] considered
S=

1
|N |

X

Sn .

(4.12)

n∈[Rmin ,Rmax ]

Figure 4.8 demonstrates FRS applied for seed region detection [126]. The original
grayscale image is converted to a binary image through global thresholding. The result of FRS is the average of the symmetry contributions over all the radii range. The
detailed steps of FRS is presented in Algorithm 1.
4.1.5

Summary of Seed Points Detection Methods

Four methods for seed points detection were presented: DT, UECS, SBF, and FRS. DT
considers the local maxima of distance transform a seed points. UECS is designed based
on the convexity assumption of the objects and found the seed points through the iterative
erosion operations. The SBF filter detects the objects’ seed points by maximizing the
convergence index response on a defined region of support. The FRS detects the seed
points as average symmetry contribution over the entire radial range. UECS and SBF
rely on convexity assumption and FRS is designed based on the symmetry assumption of
the objects. In this thesis, a method based on FRS is proposed for seed points detection
[127]. The proposed method considers both generic properties of the objects under
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Figure 4.7: The locations of the positively-affected P+ve and negatively-affected
P−ve with range n = 2. All of the affected pixels are shown by circles. [68]

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.8: Seed points detection by fast radial symmetry: (a) Original grayscale
image; (b) Binary image; (c) Seed points identified by FRS shown by red
marker, the blue regions show the symmetry contributions over the entire range
of radii. [126]

segmentation: convexity and symmetry. Inspired by the idea of morphological erosion
for the separation of convex-shaped objects [79], the proposed method applied first: a
predefined amount of erosion to extract the separable seed regions and increase the
convexity of the objects. Then, FRS evaluates the extracted seed regions for rotational
symmetry to produce the final seed points. This method is referred to as bounded erosion
and fast radial symmetry (BE-FRS).

4.2

Edge-to-Seed Point Association

The detected seed points present the location and the number of the objects in the
image. To obtain the contour evidence and inference the visible contours of the objects,
an additional step is required to assign the object edge points to the detected seed
points. This can be done by an edge-to-seed point association using a relevance metric.
The edge-to-seed point association [79] method combines the distance and the divergence
metric to assign edge pixel points to the seed points. Given the set of objects seed points
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Algorithm 1: Fast Radial Symmetry (FRS) [68]
Input: A grayscale image I
Output: Seed interest points S as the average of the symmetry contributions
Parameters: Minimum radial symmetry Rmin , maximum radial symmetry
Rmax , the radial symmetric strictness coefficient α
1. Determine the image gradient g.
2. For every radius n ∈ [Rmin Rmax ] Do
(a) Determine the positively and negatively affected pixels using Eq.[ 4.9].
(b) Build the orientation On and magnitude Mn projection images.
(c) Estimate Fn as per Eq. [4.11].
(d) Estimate the radial symmetry contribution Sn as per Eq. [4.10].
3. Estimate the full transform S as the average of the symmetry contributions
over all the radii considered, Eq. [4.12].

S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sn }, every edge pixel point ek in E = {e1 , e2 , ..., en } is linked to the
detected object seed points based on the relevance metric rel(ek , sj ) defined as
rel(ek , sj ) =

1−Φ
div(ek , sj ) + 1
+Φ
1 + dist(ek , sj )
2

(4.13)

where dist(., .) and div(., .) are respectively Euclidean distance and divergence functions,
each normalized to (0, 1] and then summed up by the weight Φ. By this means, the
edge point ek is assigned to seed point sj with the highest relevance value. The distance
function dist(., .) is assumed that all the pixel points on the line segment connecting the
edge point to the seed point l(ek , sj ) reside in the image foreground If , that is
(
|ek − sj |, if l(ek , sj ) ⊂ If .
dist(ek , sj ) =
(4.14)
∞,
otherwise.
The divergence function div(ek , sj ) measures the difference between the direction of the
line connecting the edge point ek to seed point sj and the gradient direction at point ek ,
estimated by the cosine of the angle between them, i.e.,
div(ek , sj ) =

#»
g (ex , ey )e#k s»j
.
#»
k g (ex , ey )kke#k s»j k

(4.15)

To reduce the number of potentially false classified edge points and the amount of computation, the search space is dynamically defined by a circular zone around each edge
point such that fewer seed points are processed. Figure 4.9 demonstrates the edge-to-seed
point association [127]. While the green arrow represents the gradient direction at edge
point e1 , the red and blue arrows represent the direction of the lines connecting e1 to s1
and s2 , respectively. Figure 4.10 shows the edge-to-seed point association for extracting
the contour evidence [126].
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Figure 4.9: Illustrative example of edge-to-seed point association. [127]

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.10: Contour evidence extraction performed by edge-to-seed point association: (a) Original grayscale image; (b) Seed points detection; (c) Edge-to-seed
point association. Colors are used only for illustrative purposes to visualize the
edge-to-seed point association. [126]

4.3

Concave Points Detection

When two or more convex-shaped objects are overlapped, the resultant object become
concave. These concavities in the object contours correspond to the intersections of the
object boundaries. The concave points can be utilized to split and separate the contour
of overlapping convex objects [9, 134, 130, 128, 129]. There exists a wide range of concave
points detection (CPD) methods. These methods can be categorized into three major
groups: polygon approximation, concavity chord, and skeleton-based methods. The
following sections present the methods that have been applied to the task of concave
points detection in overlapping objects segmentation.
4.3.1

Polygon Approximation-Based Methods

Polygonal approximation is a well-known method for dominant point representation of
the digital curves. It is used to reduce the complexity, smooth the objects’ contours, and
avoid detection of false concave points in CPD methods. The majority of the polygonal
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approximation methods fall into two groups [134]: fitting the curve with a sequence of
line segments and finding a subset of dominant points by local curvature estimation.
Fitting the Curve with a Sequence of Line Segments
Given the sequence of extracted contour points C = {c1 , c2 , ...}, the dominant points are
determined by co-linear suppression. To be specific, every contour point ci is examined
for co-linearity, while it is compared to the previous and the next successive contour
points. The point ci is considered the dominant point if it is not located on the line
connecting ci−1 = (xi−1 , yi−1 ) and ci+1 = (xi+1 , yi+1 ) and the distance di from ci to the
line connecting ci−1 to ci+1 is bigger than a pre-set threshold di > dt .
The distance di is obtained by
s
((xi − xi−1 )(yi+1 − yi−1 ) − (yi − yi−1 )(xi+1 − xi−1 ))2
.
di =
(xi−1 − xi+1 )2 + (yi−1 − yi+1 )2

(4.16)

Most existing polygonal approximation methods select the distance threshold dt heuristically [134, 9]. In fact, finding the optimal value for dt is very challenging, and a unique
value is not suitable for all images. Prasad et al. [84] proposed a method to choose the
value of dt automatically using the characteristics of the line. In this method, first the
line connecting ci−1 to ci+1 is digitized by rounding the value (xi−1 , yi−1 ) and (xi+1 , yi+1 )
to the nearest integer. Next, the angular difference between the numeric tangent of line
ci−1 ci+1 and the digital tangent of line c0i−1 c0i+1 is computed as
δφ = | tan−1 (m) − tan−1 (m0 )|,

(4.17)

where, m and m0 are the slope of actual and digital line, respectively, shown in Figure
4.11. Then, the value of dt is given by
dt = Sδφ

(4.18)

where S is the length of the actual line.
After polygon approximation and dominant points detection, the concave points can be
obtained with either of the following criteria:
1. Bai et al. [9] define the dominant point cdi ∈ Cdom as concave if the concavity
value of cdi is within the range of a1 to a2 and the line connecting cdi+1 cdi−1 does
not pass through the inside of the objects. The concavity value of cdi is defined by
the angle between lines cdi−1 cdi and cdi+1 cdi as follows:
(
| α(cdi−1 , cdi ) − α(cdi+1 , cdi ) |,
if |α(cdi−1 , cdi ) − α(cdi+1 , cdi )| < π
(4.19)
π − |α(cdi−1 , cdi ) − α(cdi+1 , cdi )|, otherwise
where
α(cdi−1 , cdi ) = tan−1 ((ydi−1 − ydi )/(xdi−1 − xdi )),

(4.20)

α(cdi+1 , cdi ) = tan−1 ((ydi+1 − ydi )/(xdi+1 − xdi )).

(4.21)

and
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Ci+1
Ci'+1
S

Ci'-1

∂φ

Ci-1

Figure 4.11: Representation of the actual and the digitized lines.

2. Zhang et al. [134] consider the dominant point cdi as a concave point if the sign of
c#di−1 cd»i × c#di cdi+1» is positive:
Ccp = {cdi ∈ Cdom : c#di−1 cd»i × c#di cdi+1» > 0}.

(4.22)

Finding a Subset of Dominant Points by Local Curvature Estimation
Given the sequence of extracted contour points C = {c1 , c2 , ...}, the dominants points
are identified as points with extreme local curvature. The curvature value κ for every
contour point ci = (xi , yi ) can be obtained by
02 3/2
κ = (x0i yi00 − yi0 x00i )/(x02
,
i + yi )

(4.23)

where x0 and x00 are first and second order derivatives. As can bee seen in Figure 4.12(b),
the detected dominant points cdi ∈ Cdom may be located in both concave and convex
regions of the objects contours. To detect the dominant points that are concave, the
following criteria have been proposed:
1. Quan Wen et al. [112] qualify the detected dominant point as a concave point if
the value of the maximum curvature is larger than a preset threshold value.
2. Jinxia Dai et al. [25] allocate the dominant point as concave points by means of
the vector triangle area as follows:
Let cdi = (xdi , ydi ) be the coordinates of the dominant point and cdi+1 , cdi−1 are
the coordinates of points on the left and right of the cdi . These three points can
form a triangle and if the value of their triangle area is positive and the points are
arranged in order counter-clockwise, cdi qualified as a concave point.
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3. Zafari et al. [128] qualify the dominant point as concave point if the line connecting
cdi+1 to cdi−1 does not reside inside the object. Figure 4.12 represents the concaves
point detection [128]. The dominant points are first identified by curvature estimation and the concave points are obtained by the method of Zafari et al..

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.12: Concave points detection by curvature estimation: (a) Extracted
contour points; (b) Dominant point detection [41]; (c) Concavity test to extract
concave corners (green circle) and removed convex corners (pink sqaure). [128]

4.3.2

Concave Chord-Based Methods

In concave chord-based methods, the concave points are the deepest points on the concave
region of contours that have the largest perpendicular distance from the corresponding
convex hull presented in Figure 4.13. The concave regions and their corresponding convex
hull chords can be obtained via two approaches as follows:
1. Farhan et al. [31] fit series of lines on object contours and found the concave region
as a region of contours such that the line joins the two contour points does not reside
inside an object. The convex hull chord corresponding to that concave region is a
line connecting the sixth adjacent contour point on either side of the current point
on the concave region of the object contours.
2. Assuming the convex hull of connected region A is O = conv(A), and the concave
region of A is all the elements of A that are not in O defined as V = O\A. Kumar et
al. [59] determine the convex hull chord as the intersection of the concave and convex
region of the A by K = O ∩ V .
4.3.3

Skeleton-Based Methods

Skeletonization is a thinning process in the binary image that reduces the objects in the
image to a skeletal remnant such that the essential structure of the object is preserved.
The skeleton information along with the object contour can also be used to detect the
concave points. Given the extracted object contours C and skeleton S, two methods
have been proposed for the concave points :
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K1
c1

c2
K2

Figure 4.13: Concave region and corresponding covex hull chord, K1 and K2 .

1. Samma et al. [93] finds the concave points as the intersections between the skeleton
and contour points as
Ccp = C ∩ S.

(4.24)

2. Wang et al. [110] analyzes the distances of contour points to the skeleton. First,
the skeletons are computed using the parallel iterative thinning algorithm [36].
At each iteration, the contour pixels are examined independently in a parallel
manner. The contour pixels in particular neighborhood satisfying a set of conditions
are removed simultaneously. This procedure continues until no further deletions
happens and the image stops changing. To reduce the redundant skeleton branches
binary images are smoothed using the morphological filter. Next, for all of the
contour points, the shortest distance from the skeleton is computed. The distance
value versus index of contour points forms distance histogram where the valley of
distance histogram corresponds to the potential concave points. The true concave
points are then detected by analyzing the distance curve on the distance histogram
and a thresholding procedure.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.14: Concave points detection by Wang et al. skeleton-based method:
(a) Binary image; (b) Extracted contour points shown in blue and object skeleton
shown by white pixels; (c) Detected concave points, shown in green, are the points
on objects contours that have a minimum distance to the object skeleton.
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Summary of Concave Points Detection Methods

The three group of concave points detection methods were presented: polygon approximation, concavity chord, and skeleton. In polygonal approximation-based methods, the
dominant points are initially detected through curvature estimation or line fitting. From
the obtained dominant points, the concave points are filtered out using concavity criteria. The concave chord-based methods obtain the concave points by evaluating the
distance of the concave region contours to the corresponding objects convex hull chord.
The skeleton-based methods find the concave points through the object skeleton and its
distance to the objects contours. The performance of concave points detection is highly
dependent on the selected threshold values, and obtaining such an optimum value is not
a trivial task. Besides, a unique value may not works for all of the images in a dataset.
In this thesis, to introduce a new entirely parameter-free CPD method where the Prasad
rules for the selection of the threshold value are integrated into the fitting the curve with
a sequence of line segments polygonal approximation method to detect the dominant
points. Then, the Zhang criteria for concave points detection is exploited to identify the
real concave points. The new method is named Prasad+Zhang [129]. The detailed steps
of Prasad+Zhang are presented in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Prasad+Zhang concave points detection [129]
Input: Contour point set C.
Output: Concave point set Ccp .
1. For each ci ∈ C, estimate the distance, di , of ci to
the line connecting ci−1 to ci+1 via Eq.[4.16].
2. Estimate the distance threshold, dt , using Eq.[4.18].
3. Determine the contour dominant points by eliminate
any ci from C with di less than dt .
4. Classify the obtained dominant point as concave points if the condition in
Eq.[4.22] is satisfied.

4.4

Segment Grouping

The obtained concave points can be used to split the contours into different contour
segments. Due to the overlap between the objects and the irregularities in the object
shapes, a single object may produce multiple contour segments. The basic idea behind
the segment grouping is to find a group of contour segments that together form an object.
Figure 4.15 shows an example of segment grouping [128].
Several attempts have been made to address the segment grouping problem [82, 118, 97,
9, 134, 27]. In [118] the contour segments belonging to the same circle are grouped based
on the distance to their centers and their radius size. This method is only suitable for
grouping of the contour segments with similar radii and fails to work when the variation
of the radii is wide. To solve this problem, [97] proposed to use the value of the area
correlation coefficient between two segments to group the contour segments of the same
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circle. The area of the correlation coefficient was defined by the percentage of the overlap
between two circles fitted to the contour segments. A large group of methods solves the
problem of segment grouping through ellipse fitting [9, 134, 27]. In these approaches, a
criterion decided whether a segment or group of segments represent an ellipse. In [134]
the grouping criteria were defined based on the quality of the ellipses obtain from the
contour segments. In [9], grouping criteria was designed based on the ellipse properties
such as centroid, major and minor axis followed by multiple thresholding procedures.
A segment grouping method based on cluster decomposition is proposed in [27]. The
method finds the best grouping candidate through the exhaustive enumeration of all of
the possible grouping of contour segments. The best grouping was found by checking the
error of ellipses fitted to each group. Checking of all of the combinations is possible when
the number of contour segments is limited. Thus, the author proposed to split the cluster
into multiple subclusters where the number of segments in each cluster is not more than
eight segments. However, the computational complexity of this method remains high
and only a limited amount of contour segments can be considered as a possible solution
in each cluster.
Two approaches are proposed for the segment grouping: ellipse fitting and the branch
and bound-based approaches. The first approach was inspired by ellipse fitting segment
grouping methods [134] where here additional constraint was applied to achieve better
results. In the second approach, the object properties such as ellipticity, symmetry and
convexity are taken into account and the possible grouping was found through the branch
and bound optimization algorithm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.15: Segment grouping: (a) Objects contours; (b) Contour segmentation; (c) Segment grouping. The thin gray lines are added to illustrate the
grouping of non-adjacent segments. [128]

4.4.1

Ellipse Fitting-Based Segment Grouping

Given a pair of contour segments, si and sj , and a function measuring the goodness of
ellipse fitting, the segment si is grouped to sj if the goodness of ellipse fitted to the
joint segments is higher compared to the goodness of the ellipses fitted to each individual
contour segment separately. The goodness of fit is described as the average distance
deviation (ADD) [134] which measures the discrepancy between the fitted curve and the
candidate contour points. The lower value of ADD indicates higher goodness of fit. Given
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the contour segment si consisting of n points, si = {(xk , yk )}nk=1 , and the corresponding
fitted ellipse points, sf,i = {(xf,k , yf,k )}nk=1 , ADDsi is defined as
ADDsi

n q
1X
(xk − xf,k )2 + (yk − yf,k )2 .
=
n

(4.25)

k=1

Within the transformed coordinate system
 0 


xk
cos θ − sin θ xk − xo
=
,
yk0
sin θ
cos θ
yk − yo

(4.26)

Eq. [4.25] can be simplified to
n

ADDsi

1 X
= [
n

q
x0 2k + y 0 2k (1 −

k=1

1
)],
|Dk |

(4.27)

where Dk is given by
2

Dk2 =

2

y0
x0 k
+ 2k ,
2
a
b

(4.28)

and a, b, (xo , yo ) and θ are the ellipse parameters: the semi-major axis length, the semiminor axis length, the ellipse center points, and the ellipse orientation angle with respect
to the x axis respectively that are estimated by the least square fitting method [33]. The
plain ADD criterion for segment grouping often leads to undesired results if the contour
points do not strictly fit the ellipse model. In order to address this issue, additional rules
are needed.
Given a pair of the contour segments to be processed for grouping, the segment with a
longer length usually provides a more reliable clue to the object than the shorter one.
Based on this assumption, a weighing scheme using the length of the contour segments
is added to the grouping process where the ADD of the contour segment with a longer
length is down-weighted by the ratio of its length with respect to the total length of
the contour segments to be grouped. Assuming the contour segment si is longer than
contour segment sj , the first rule is
ADDsi ∪sj ≤ wi ADDsi ,
ADDsi ∪sj ≤ ADDsj ,

(4.29)

where
wi =

li
,
li + lj

and li and lj are the lengths of contour segments si and sj , respectively.
The contour segments that are not in proximity are less likely to represent a single object
and should not be merged. As a result, the two contour segments whose ellipse models
are at a very great distance from each other should not be grouped. In either case,
ellipses fitted to the combined contour segments should not be at a far distance from the
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ellipses fitted to an individual contour segment. Following these conventions and being
interested in the grouping of adjacent contour segments, an additional rule is applied [9].
Let us denote the centroids of the fitted ellipse for the contour segments si , sj and sij by
oi , oj and oij , respectively. The contour segments si and sj should not be grouped as a
single segment provided that, first, the distance from the ellipse centroid of the combined
contour segments oij to the center of its members,oi and oj , is larger than the preset
threshold dt1 as
d(oi , oij ) > dt1
d(oj , oij ) > dt1 ,

(4.30)

and second, the distance between their corresponding ellipse centroids is larger than the
predefined threshold dt2 as
d(oi , oj ) > dt2 ,

(4.31)

where d(oi , oj ) is the Euclidean distance between points oi and oj .
4.4.2

Branch and Bound-Based Segment Grouping

The contour segment grouping problem can be considered a combinatorial optimization
N
problem. As the number of groups (objects) is not known, there are at most 1 + 22! +
N
NN
...+ M
M ! . . . + N ! distinct candidate solutions. The optimal solution can be obtained by
evaluating the grouping criterion J(·) for every candidate grouping and by selecting the
solution with minimum grouping criterion. However, this optimization problem is NPhard where even with modest values of M and N , the explicit enumeration is impossible
due to the exponentially increasing number of candidate solutions. The branch and bound
(BB) algorithm is known as an efficient approach for NP-hard combinatorial optimization
problems [56]. BB is efficient for segment grouping since it avoids exhaustive enumeration
using the value of the current optimal solution and defining bounds for the function to
be optimized.
Let S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sN } be an ordered set of N contour segments in a connected component of an image. The aim is to group the contour segments into M subsets such that
the contour segments that belong to individual objects are grouped and M ≤ N . Let ωi
as the group membership indicator giving the group index to which the contour segment
si belongs. Denote Ω as the ordered set of all membership indicators: {ω1 , ω2 , ...., ωN }.
The grouping criterion is given by a scalar function J(·) of Ω, which maps a possible
grouping of the given contour segments onto the set of real numbers R. That is, J is the
cost of grouping that ideally measures how the grouping Ω resembles the correct contour
evidence of the objects. The grouping problem for the given set of S is to find the optimal
membership set Ω∗ such that the grouping criterion (cost of grouping) is minimized as
follows
Ω∗ = arg min J(Ω; S)
Ω

(4.32)
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The BB algorithm evaluates the partial solutions for the grouping problem as Ωk =
{ω1 , ω2 , . . . ωk }, 1 < k < N . Let us denote b1 , b2 , . . . , bN as a sequence of lower bounds
satisfying
bk = bk (ω1 , ω2 , . . . , ωk ) ≤ J(Ω; S).
(4.33)
Let Ωi and Ωj be two sets of partial solutions for i < j. If the lower bound on Ωi is
greater than the lower bound on Ωj , i.e., bi > bj , bj is replaced with bi . This implies that
b1 ≤ b2 ≤ . . . ≤ bN = J(Ω; S).

(4.34)

Let us denote B the upper bound on the optimal J, i.e.,
J(Ω∗ ; S) ≤ B.

(4.35)

If the lower bound bk of a given partial solution Ωk is greater than the upper bound of
optimal solution B, bk (Ωk ) ≥ B, then
1. Ωk is suboptimal and explicitly rejected, since J(Ω; S) ≥ bk > B > J(Ω∗ ; S), and
2. all grouping of the form {ω1 , ω2 ...., ωk , ωk+1 , . . . , ωN } are considered to be suboptimal and implicitly rejected since bk is unchanged.
Hence, given a single candidate solution to the optimization problem and a sequence of
lower and upper bounds as defined in Equations. 4.33 and 4.35, one can eliminate the
candidate solutions to the grouping problem that are evaluated as suboptimal.
To be more illustrative, the BB algorithm is demonstrated in the contour segment grouping using an example shown in Figure 4.16 [130]. Given the set of extracted contour
segments S = {s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 }, the BB algorithm systematically searches all the candidate
groupings and attempts to find the optimum. It is convenient to represent the whole
grouping process of the BB algorithm through a search tree as shown in Figure 4.17 [130].
The root of such search tree represents the initial state where each contour segment is
considered as an individual group, that is s1 , s2 , s3 , and s4 as four distinct groups. The
descenders of the root represent all the other candidate grouping obtained by merging
of s. By this means, every node at the level i of the search tree represents a distinct
grouping of i segments.
The nodes in the search tree are explored by the depth-first search such that there are
at most four optimal groupings. With a naive strategy to expand the search tree, a
large number of redundant nodes is generated. To increase the efficiency of the search,
this should be avoided. For example, the grouping {s2 , s1 } is not created as it has
already been generated in the previous branch as {s1 , s2 }. The expansion of the search
tree is controlled by the grouping criterion. The optimal grouping is the node with the
minimum cost. The upper bound for the optimal grouping is set as soon as the first node
is generated, as can be seen in Figure 4.18 [130]. Provided that the node already takes
part in an optimal grouping, the upper bound is set by the cost of the optimal grouping.
Otherwise, the upper bound is set by the cost of the node itself. The initial upper bound
in s1 , s2 , s4 are set to their costs as the nodes have not appeared in any optimal grouping
so far. The initial upper bound in s3 is set to J(s1 s3 ) as it is already part of the optimal
solution {s1 , s3 }.
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The BB terminates search earlier if the current solution is recognized as suboptimal,
i.e., the cost of the current solution is higher than the upper bound for optimal solution
J(Ω; S) > B. The upper bound B is updated when a solution is found whose cost is less
than the current value of B.

S3
S4

S1

S2

Figure 4.16: An example of the contour segmentation result. [130]
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F irst level
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S1 S2 S3
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S2 S3

S3

S2 S4

S4

S3 S4

S2 S3 S4

S1 S2 S3 S4

Figure 4.17: The corresponding non-redundant search tree for the coutour segments presented in Figure 4.16. [130]

Grouping Criterion
The BB algorithm can be applied with any grouping criterion J. However, the selection
of the grouping criterion has a significant effect on the overall method performance. The
proposed grouping criterion is a hybrid cost function consisting of two parts [130]: 1) a
generic part (Jconcavity ) that encapsulates the general convexity properties of the objects
and 2) a specific part that encapsulates the properties of objects that are exclusive to a
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S2

B = J(S2 )

S1 S3

S1 S4
J(S1 S4 ) > B

J(S1 S3 ) < B,
B = J(S1 S3 )

J(S1 S3 S4 ) > B

S2 S3
J(S2 S3 ) > B

B = J(S1 S3 )

S2 S4
J(S2 S4 ) > B

S3

B = J(S4 )

S4

S3 S4
J(S3 S4 ) > B

S1 S3 S4

Figure 4.18: An example of the termination criterion in the search tree. The
suboptimal solutions are shown in red and the optimal solutions are shown in
green. [130]

certain application, e.g., symmetry (Jsymmetry ), ellipticity (Jellipticity ) as follows:
J = Jconcavity +βJellipticity + γJsymmetry
{z
}
| {z } |
Generic

(4.36)

Specific

where β, γ are the weights for each term respectively.
The generic part encourages the convexity assumption of the objects to penalize the
grouping of the contour segments belonging to different objects. This is achieved by
incorporating a quantitative concavity measure. Given two contour segments si and sj ,
the generic part of the cost function is defined as follows:
Jconcavity = (

Asi ∪sj − Ach,si ∪sj
),
Asi ∪sj

(4.37)

where Asi ∪sj is the area of a region bounded by si , sj , and Ach,si ∪sj is the upper bound
for area of any convex hull with contour points si and sj .
The specific part is adapted to consider the application criteria and certain object properties. Considering the object under examination, several functions can be utilized. The
ellipticity term is measuring the discrepancy between the fitted ellipse and the contour
segments [134]. Given the contour segment Si consisting of n points, si = {(xk , yk )}nk=1 ,
and the corresponding fitted ellipse points, sf,i = {(xf,k , yf,k )}nk=1 , the ellipticity term
is defined as follows:
Jellipticity

n q
1X
=
(xk − xf,k )2 + (yk − yf,k )2 .
n

(4.38)

k=1

The symmetry term penalizes the resulting objects that are non-symmetry. Let oi and oj
be the center of symmetry of the contour segments si and sj obtained by aggregating the
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normal vector of the contour segments. The procedure is similar to fast radial symmetry
transform [68], but the gradient vectors are replaced by the contour segments’ normal
vector. This transform is referred to as normal symmetry transform (NST).
In NST, every contour segment point gives a vote for the plausible radial symmetry at
some specific distance from that point. Given the distance value n of the predefined range
[Rmin Rmax ], for every contour segment point (x, y), NST determines the negatively
affected pixels P−e by
P−ve (x, y) = (x, y) − round(

n(x, y)
n),
kn(x, y)k

(4.39)

and increment the corresponding point in the orientation projection image On by 1.
The symmetry contribution Sn for the radius n ∈ [Rmin , Rmax ] is formulated as
Sn (x, y) = (

|On (x, y)|
),
kn

(4.40)

where kn is the scaling factor that normalizes On across different radii. The full NST
transform S, by which the interest symmetric regions are defined, is given by the average
of the symmetry contributions over all the radii n ∈ [Rmin , Rmax ] considered as
S=

1
|N |

X

Sn .

(4.41)

n∈[Rmin ,Rmax ]

The center of symmetry oi and oj of the contour segments are estimated as the average
locations of the detected symmetric regions in S. The symmetry term Jsymmetry is defined
as the Euclidean distance between oi and oj as
Jsymmetry = |oi − oj |

(4.42)

The distance is normalized to [0, 1] according to the maximum diameter of the object.

Chapter V

Contour Estimation

The last step in the segmentation of overlapping objects is dedicated to contour estimation, where, through the visual information produced from the contour evidence, the
missing parts of the object contours are estimated. In this chapter, three classes of
methods: ellipse fitting, B-spline, and Gaussian process are presented for the contour
estimation task.

5.1

Ellipse Fitting

Ellipse fitting is a well-known approach within the area of contour estimation [57]. It
models the partially observed objects in the form of ellipse-shaped objects. The most efficient recent ellipse fitting methods based on shape contour points are generally addressed
through the classic least square fitting problem.
Given a set of data points (x, y), an objective cost function characterizing the goodness of
the ellipse is optimized based on the algebraic deviation. In algebraic ellipse fitting [81],
an ellipse as a special case of a generic conic is formulated by the zero set of the second
order polynomial equation as
a0 x2 + a1 xy + a2 y 2 + a3 y + a4 y + a5 = 0.

(5.1)

The goodness of the ellipse fitting is modeled as the sum of squared algebraic distances of
every point involved. Given the ellipse parameter vector model a, the algebraic distance
d(a, x) is the deviation of point (x, y) when applied to the implicit polynomial conic
Eq. [5.1] as
d(a, x) = a0 x2 + a1 xy + a2 y 2 + a3 x + a4 y + a5

(5.2)

where
a =


a0

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

T

,
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x =

 2
x

xy

y2

x

y

T
1 .
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For the given set of points {(xi , yi ) | i = 1, 2, . . . , n} the fitting of an ellipse can be
obtained by minimizing the sum of squared algebraic distances, that is
â = arg min
a

n
X

d(a, xi )2 .

(5.3)

i=1

Eq. [5.1] defines an ellipse, provided that the quadratic condition is satisfied
a21 − 4a0 a2 < 0

(5.4)

Within the family of direct least squares ellipse fitting [81], to incorporate the scaling into
the constraint and impose the equality constraint, the quadratic condition of Eq. [5.4] is
replaced by
4a0 a2 − a21 = 1

(5.5)

The quadratic constraint can be represented in matrix form as
aT Ca = 1

(5.6)

with the constraint matrix

0
0

2
C = 
0

0
0

0
−1
0
0
0
0

Equivalently, collecting the data points into
 2
x1 x1 y1
 x22 x2 y2

D =  .
..
 ..
.
x2n

xn yn


0
0

0
,
0

0
0

2 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

(5.7)

a design matrix D ∈ Rn×6 as

y12 x1 y1 1
y22 x2 y2 1

..
..
.. ..  ,
.
.
. .
yn2

xn

yn

(5.8)

1

the objective function can be re-formulated through the matrix representation
d(a, x) = kDak2 ,

subject to the constraint aT Ca = 1

(5.9)

Given the Lagrange multiplier λ and differentiation, we arrived at the system of simultaneous equations:
2DT Da − 2λCa = 0
T

a Ca = 1

(5.10)
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the minimization problem in its original form [33] is to resolve the following system of
equations
Za = λCa

(5.11)

T

a Ca = 1
where Z = DT D is a scatter matrix. This system is solved explicitly through a rankdeficient generalized eigen-system for the parameter vector a. The detailed steps of
direct ellipse fitting are presented in Algorithm 3. Figure 5.1 demonstrates ellipse fitting
as employed for contour estimation. Provided the objects’ contour evidence, the complete
contours of objects are molded by an ellipse.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.1: Contour estimation by ellipse fitting: (a) Binary image; (b) Contour
evidence; (c) Contour estimation.

Algorithm 3: Contour Estimation by Direct Ellipse Fitting [81]
Input: Contour evidence points x, y
Output: Estimated objects’ full contour points x∗ , y ∗
1. Build the design matrix D by Eq. [5.8].
2. Build the constraint matrix C using Eq. [5.7].
3. Estimate scatter matrix Z.
4. Solve eigen-system for a by Eq. [5.11].
5. Find the ellipse parameter vector, a, by the eigenvector corresponding to the
positive eigenvalue.
6. Obtain an ellipse according to Eq. [5.1].

5.2

B-spline

B-spline is a widely used approximation technique that has been applied for the contour
estimation. It can be used to infer the missing parts of the object contours within the
framework of overlapping object segmentation [79].
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A closed contour can be estimated by a periodic B-spline with the order v and the control
points p. Any particular contour point cpij ∈ Cpi is given by the uniform periodic B-spline
curve model as
fi (t) =

p−1
X

φh,v (t)pi,h

(5.12)

h=1

where t is the B-spline model parameter, φh,v (t) is the basis function, and pi,h is the hth
control point. Given any element cij ∈ Ci , is a noisy observation of the periodic B-spline
curve model with additive Gaussian noise as
ci = fi (ti ) + i ,

i ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).

(5.13)

a B-spline contour estimation attempts to find the model parameters tij . The complete
B-spline model includes estimation of the spline parameters tij and estimation of control
points p.
Estimating the B-spline curve parameters, generally referred to as data a parameterization problem, aims to determine the parameter values where the B-spline model is estimated. Given the contour Ci and a sequence of ordered contour points ci,1 , ci,2 , ..., ci,n in
R2 , data parameterization estimates the parameter ti,1 , ti,2 , ..., ti,ni in R. The model parameters are commonly estimated through the chord length parameterization [69] defined
as follows:
Pj
l=1 |ci,l+1 − ci,l |
(5.14)
, j = 1, 2, ..., n.
ti,j = Pn−1
l=1 |ci,l+1 − ci,l |
The chord length parameterization method requires the ordering information of the contour points. The ordering information can be obtained by finding the convex hull inscribing the contour points. The convex hull contour points were then used to get the
approximate B-spline parameters.
The position of control points are driven by the contour shape and pose information.
Since a prior shape and pose information of the contour are not available, the control
points can be estimated by integrating the B-spline model into an Expectation Maximization (EM) framework [74]. Given N shape prior, the control points and the optimal
class of shape of the contour are unknown variables. These unknown variables are estimated iteratively by using an Expectation Conditional Maximization (ECM) algorithm.
An example of contour estimation using B-spline is shown in Figure 5.2. The detailed
steps of B-spline contour estimation are presented in Algorithm 4.

5.3

Gaussian Process

Gaussian processes (GP) are nonparametric kernel-based probabilistic models that have
been used in several machine learning applications such as regression, classification, and
contour estimation [72, 86]. The primary assumption in GP is that the data can be
represented as a sample from a multivariate Gaussian distribution.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.2: Contour estimation by B-spline: (a) Binary image; (b) Contour
evidence; (c) Contour estimation.

Algorithm 4: Contour Estimation by B-spline [79]
Input: Contour evidence points x, y
Output: Estimated objects’ full contour points x∗ , y ∗
Parameters: number of control point, order of B-spline
1. Determine the convex-hull Q = {q1 , q2 , ..., qn } inscribing
the contour evidence Ci .
2. Order the points on the convex-hull Q, and apply the chordal
parameterization, Eq. [5.14].
3. Construct the parameter value set Ti , by assigning qi obtained in step 2 to
ti,j ∈ Ti , j = 1, 2, ..., n where the point qs on the convex hull Q is the nearest
point to ci,j .
4. Estimate the position of control point by determining which shape
group of the contour Ci .
5. Reconstruct the contour using Eq. [5.12].

GP can probabilistically estimate the unobserved data point, f ∗ , based on the observed
data, f , assuming that the both observed data point and unobserved data can be represented as a sample from a multivariate Gaussian distribution


f
f∗




=N

µx
µx∗

 
Kxx
,
kx∗

kTx∗
Kx∗ x∗


,

(5.15)

where K is the n × n covariance matrix and kx∗ is an n × 1 vector containing the
covariances between x∗ and x1 , x2 , . . . , xn given by
[K]ij = κ(xi , xj )

(5.16)

kx∗ = [κ(x1 , x∗ ), κ(x2 , x∗ ), . . . , κ(xn , x∗ )]T

(5.17)
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The κ(., .) is defined by the Matern covariance function [114] as follows:
√
√
21−v
2v|d| v
2v|d|
κ(xi , xj ) =
(
) Kv (
),
Γ(v)
l
l

(5.18)

where xi , xj , i 6= j, i = 1, 2, . . . , n are a pair of data point, l is the characteristic length
scale, d is the Euclidean distance between the points xi and xj and Kv is the modified
Bessel function of order v. The most common choices for v are v = 3/2 and v = 5/2 that
are denoted by Matern 3/2 and Matern 5/2.
Let D = {(xi , yi )}ni=1 be the input data, x = [x1 , . . . , xn ]T be the input vector and
y = [y1 , . . . , yn ]T be the corresponding observations vector given by a latent function f (.).
GP assumes the latent function comes from a zero-mean Gaussian and the observations
are modeled by
yi = f (xi ) + i ,

i ∼ N (0, σ 2 ).

(5.19)

Given the D, f and a new point x∗ , the GP defines the posterior distribution of the latent
function f (.) at the new point f (x∗ ) as Gaussian and obtains the best estimate for x∗
by the mean and variance of the posterior distribution as follows:
p(f ∗ |x∗ , D) = N (f ∗ |µx∗ , σx2 ∗ ),

(5.20)

µx∗ = kTx∗ K−1
xx y,

(5.21)

σx2 ∗ = Kx∗ x∗ − kTx∗ K−1
xx kx∗ .

(5.22)

where
and

To exploit GP for the task of contour estimation and to limit the interpolation interval to
a finite domain, the polar representation of contour evidence is needed. Polar representation has three advantages. First, it limits the interpolation interval to a finite domain
of [0, 2π], second, it exploits the correlation between the radial and angular component,
and third, it reduces the number of dimensions compared to GP based on parametric
Cartesian representation.
In GP with polar form (GP-PF), the contour evidence points are represented as a function
of the radial and angular components. Given the contour evidence points x and y, their
polar transform is defined as follows:
y
,
θ = arctan
x
(5.23)
p
r = x2 + y 2
Here, the angular component θ is considered to be the input to the GP and the radial r
as the corresponding observations described by the latent function r = f (θ). To enforce
the interpolation to a closed periodic curve estimation such that f (θ) = f (θ + 2π) = r,
the input set is defined over the finite domain θ∗ ∈ [0, 2π] as D = {(θi , ri )}ni=1 ∪ {(θi +
2π, ri ), ...}ni=1 . The best estimate for r∗ is obtained by the mean of the distribution
µΦ∗ = kTθ∗ K−1
θθ r.

(5.24)
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Figure 5.3 shows the Gaussian process as employed for contour estimation. The GP-PF
method is summarized in Algorithm 5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.3: Contour estimation via the Gaussian process: (a) Binary image; (b)
Contour evidence; (c) Contour estimation.

Algorithm 5: Contour Estimation by GP-PF
Input: Contour evidence coordinates x, y.
Output: Estimated objects’ full contour points x∗ , y ∗ .
Parameters: Covariance function k
1. Perform mean centering for x, y by subtracting their mean
from all their values.
2. Retrieve polar coordinates θ, r from x, y using Eq. [5.23].
3. Define the input set and the corresponding output for
observed contour points as D = {(θi , ri )}ni=1 ∪ {(θi + 2π, ri ), ...}ni=1 .
4. Define the new input set for unobserved contour points by θ∗ ∈ [0, 2π].
5. Estimate the covariance function, Kθ∗ θ∗ , kθ∗ , Kθθ via Eq. [5.18].
6. Predict the output, r∗ , on the new input set, θ∗ , using
the predictive mean using Eq. [5.24].
7. Transform θ∗ , r∗ from polar to Cartesian coordinates x∗ , y ∗ .
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Chapter VI

Overlapping Convex Objects Segmentation Methods

The proposed framework, previously introduced in Section 3.1, follows a modular processing pipeline, in which any module involved could be replaced or interchanged. In this
thesis three methods are developed for the overlapping convex objects segmentation upon
the proposed framework namely: seed point-based contour evidence extraction (SCC),
concave point-based contour evidence extraction (CC), and concave point-based contour
evidence extraction by branch and bound (CBB). The first method resolves the contour evidence through the object edge points and its relation to the object’s seed points.
The two other methods obtain the contour evidence through the concavity analysis of
the objects’ contours. The proposed methods for overlapping convex objects segmentation consist of three specific task: image binarization, contour evidence extraction, and
contour estimation. This Chapter presents the developed segmentation methods.

6.1

Seed Point-Based Contour Evidence Extraction (SCC)

Figure 6.1 summarizes the SCC method [127]. Given a grayscale image as input, the
segmentation process starts with binarization to build the image silhouette. The image
binarization is an application specific task and based on the image under examination
two methods can be used for binarization: Otsu or U-net described in Section 3.2. The
Otsu method is employed for backlit microscopy images where the objects are clearly
distinguishable from image background. The U-net is applied in case of the noisy images. The edge map is constructed using the Canny edge detector [14]. The contour
evidence extraction is performed by the edge-to-seed point association method described
in Section 4.2 using the obtained seed points and their relation to the image edges. The
seed points are detected by bounded erosion (BE) followed by the fast radial symmetry
(FRS) transform method presented in Section 4.1.4. The contour estimation is implemented through a non-linear ellipse fitting problem in which partially observed objects
are modeled in the form of ellipse-shape objects. The main steps involved in SCC is
presented in Algorithm 6.
The proposed SCC method requires the following parameters:
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Contour Evidence
Extraction

Input: Grayscale Image

Binary image

Seed point detection
BE-FRS

Edge-to-seed point
association

Contour Estimation
Ellipse fitting

Figure 6.1: Proposed SCC method. [127]

Algorithm 6: Seed Point Based Contour Evidence Extraction (SCC) [127]
Input: A grayscale image I
Output: Estimated object contour points
Parameters: Number of erosion operations iteration, type of structuring
element, minimum radial symmetry Rmin , maximum radial symmetry Rmax ,
the radial symmetric strictness coefficient α, the divergence weight factor Φ
1. Obtain the binary silhouette image Ib .
2. Estimate the object seed point by the BE-FRS described in Section 4.1.4.
3. Perform contour evidence extraction by the edge-to-seed point association
method described in Section 4.2.
4. Estimate the objects’ full contours by the direct least square ellipse fitting
method presented in Section 5.1 as Algorithm 3.

Type of structuring element determines how the erosion process proceeds and affects
the extent of erosion. The erosion process is performed using a disc-shaped structuring
element of size one. The disc-shaped structuring element is a convenient choice for
smoothing concave boundaries and round shape objects.
Number of erosion operations iteration determines the extent of erosion, applied as a predefined number of iterations, to eliminate the touching points and increase the convexity
of objects. Defining the number of erosion iterations is reasonably an empirical task and
is intimately connected to the object size and the degree of overlap.
Radial range [Rmin , Rmax ] determines the range of radii at which the FRS full transform
S is computed. The radial range should be defined as such that it covers the variety of
all objects sizes available in the image.
Radial-Strictness (α) defines to what extent the radial symmetry-ness of features must be
weighted in the computation of the FRS full transform S. A lower value of α emphasizes
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non-radially symmetric features whereas a higher value of α ensures that non-radially
symmetric features are eliminated. This parameter is useful when the objects are not
perfectly radial symmetric.
Divergence weight factor (Φ) is a scalar parameter that defines the relative importance of
the divergence index with respect to the Euclidean distance as formulated in Eq. [4.13].
The parameter Φ takes a value from the range [0,1]. A high value (Φ > 0.5) results in a
relevance function that outweighs the divergence index to the Euclidean distance, while a
low value (Φ < 0.5) results in a relevance function that outweighs the Euclidean distance.
Determining the value of Φ is closely connected to the quality of the estimated seed
points. In general, provided accurate estimates of object seed points, the performance of
the relevance function, assigning edge to seed points, is ruled by the Euclidean distance,
and the value of parameter Φ is not critical. However, if the estimated seed points do not
optimally resemble the object centroids, the Euclidean distance can be ambiguous, and
accordingly, a higher value of Φ is a preferable choice. The selected parameter values for
SCC method is presented in Section 7.3.

6.2

Concave Point-Based Contour Evidence Extraction (CC)

Figure 6.2 represents the CC method [128]. Given an input grayscale image, the image
silhouette is obtained by either the Otsu or U-net binarization methods. In contour
evidence extraction, edge points that belonged to each object are grouped based on
concave points detection and properties of fitted ellipses. The concave points are obtained
by the curvature estimation method presented in Section 4.3.1 (Zafari et al. method).
The concave points split the object contour into multiple contour segments. The ellipse
fitting segment grouping method described in 4.4.1 merges all the contour segments
belonging to the same object. Once the contour evidence has been obtained, contour
estimation is carried out to infer the missing parts of the overlapping objects and the
full contours of the objects are modeled by ellipses. The main steps involved in CC are
shown in Algorithm 7.
Contour Evidence
Extraction

Input: Grayscale Image
Binary image

Concave point
detection

Segment grouping
ellipse fitting

Figure 6.2: Proposed CC method. [128]

Contour Estimation
Ellipse fitting
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The proposed CC method contains the following parameters:
Distance threshold (dt1 ) defines the allowed distance from the ellipse centroid of the
combined contour segments to the center of each contour segments’ members.
Distance threshold (dt2 ) defines the acceptable distance for the two contour segments
which belong to the same objects. The value of dt2 should be set in such a way that it
prevents the grouping of contour segments that belong to different objects. The selected
parameter values for CC method is presented in Section 7.3.
Algorithm 7: Concave Point Based Contour Evidence Extraction (CC) [128]
Input: A grayscale image I
Output: Estimated object contour points
Parameters: Distance threshold values dt1 and dt2
1. Obtain the binary silhouette image Ib .
2. Estimate the concave points through the curvature estimation method
presented in Section 4.3.1 (Zafari et al. method).
3. Divide the object contours into contour segments based on the location
of the concave points.
4. Group the contour segments that belong to the same object by the ellipse
fitting segment grouping algorithm described in Section 4.4.1.
5. Estimate the objects’ full contours by the direct least square ellipse fitting
method presented in Section 5.1 as Algorithm 3.

6.3

Concave Point-Based Contour Evidence Extraction by Branch
and Bound (CBB)

Figure 6.3 presents the CBB method. Given an input grayscale image, the image silhouette is obtained by either the Otsu or U-net binarization methods. The contour evidence
extraction involves two separate tasks: concave points detection and segment grouping.
The concave points are detected by a Prasad+Zhang polygonal approximation method
presented in Section 4.3.1. The contour segments are recovered from a binarized image
using concave points detection. In segment grouping, the contour segments which belong
to the same objects are grouped by utilizing the branch-and-bound algorithm presented
in Section 4.4.2. The full contours of the object are estimated using the Gaussian process regression model described in Section 5.3. The main steps of the CBB method are
presented in Algorithm 8.
The proposed CBB method requires the following parameters:
Weighting parameters β, γ define to what extent the ellipticity and symmetry features
must be weighted in the computation of the grouping cost J. A lower value emphasizes
non-ellipticity and non-symmetry features where higher values ensure that objects have
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perfect elliptical symmetry shapes. This parameter is useful when the objects are not
perfectly elliptical or symmetry.
Type of the covariance function determines how the covariance function measures the
similarity of any two points of data, and specifies the desired form of the output function
and affects the final contour estimation result. The selected parameter values for CBB
method is presented in Section 7.3.
Contour Evidence
Extraction

Input: Grayscale Image
Binary image

Concave point
detection

Segment grouping
branch&bound

Contour Estimation
Gaussian process

Figure 6.3: Proposed CBB method.

Algorithm 8: Concave Point-Based Contour Evidence Extraction by Branch
and Bound (CBB)
Input: A grayscale image I
Output: Estimated object contour points
Parameters: The symmetry weight β, the ellipticity weight γ, type of
covariance function K
1. Obtain the binary silhouette image Ib .
2. Estimate the concave points by line fitting presented in Section 4.3.1
(Prasad+Zhang [129]).
3. Divide the object contours into contour segments using the concave points.
4. Group the contour segments that belong to the same object by the branch
and bound segment grouping algorithm described in Section 4.4.2.
5. Estimate the objects’ full contours by the Gaussian process method
presented in Section 5.3 as Algorithm 5.
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Chapter VII

Experiments

7.1

Data

The experiments were carried out using three synthetic datasets and two real datasets
of overlapping objects:
Synthetic datasets: A synthetic dataset is a collection ellipse-shape objects that are
uniformly randomly scaled, rotated, and translated as shown in Figure 7.1 (a). The elliptic objects are generated to represent various degrees of overlap. The dataset consists of
150 sample images divided into three classes of overlap rates. The maximum overlapping
area allowed between two objects in the first dataset is 40%, in the second dataset 50%
and in the third dataset 60%. Each class of image in the dataset contains 50 images of 40
objects in each image. In total each dataset has 200 objects. The ellipses are simulated
with random orientation with the minimum width and length of 30, and the maximum
width and length of 45. The images size is 300 × 400 pixels.
Titanium dioxide nanoparticles: The first real dataset contains titanium dioxide
nanoparticle images as shown in Figure 7.1 (b), captured by transmission electron microscopy. In total, this dataset has 11 images of 4008 × 2672 pixels. Around 200 particles
were marked manually in each image by an expert as ground truth. In total the dataset
contains 2200 particles. The original annotations in the ground truth consist of manually drawn contours of particles by an expert. This information is used to compute the
centroids, concave points, and contour evidence. The ground truth was computed from
the marked particles which contain the centroid, concave points and boundary of each
marked particles. Since the ground truth of all the particles present in the real datasets
were not marked, a pre-processing step was applied to eliminate the unmarked particles
from the images. The unmarked particles are colored white. It should be noted that
the foreground-background segmentation of the real images is not involved as objects
instances as dark regions could be separated from the white background. Two examples
of the original images are shown in Figure 7.2.
Inorganic fuel cell nanoparticles: The second real dataset consists of bright field
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electron micrography images of fuel cell nanoparticles captured by transmission electron
microscopy as shown in Figure 7.1 (c). This dataset has 150 images of 1024 × 1024
pixels. In total the dataset contains 2700 particles. The dataset is used to evaluate the
segmentation methods implemented in this thesis. The ground truth for the particles’
contours was not available and, therefore, the particles’ contours were marked manually
in each image by a non-expert. An expert annotated 20 binary masks consists of around
700 particles from the dataset. For training purposes in the U-net framework around
1000 images generated by data augmentation.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7.1: Examples of images in the datasets: (a) Synthetic NPs ; (b) Titanium
dioxide NPs; (c) Inorganic fuel cell NPs. Left columns represent the original
images and right columns show the ground truth.
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Figure 7.2: Examples of Overlapping titanium dioxide NPs.

7.2

Performance Measures

To evaluate the methods’ performance and to compare the methods, the following performance measures were used. The detection performance for seed points, concave points
and objects were measured using true positive rate (TPR), positive predictive value
(PPV), and accuracy (ACC) defined as follows:
TP
,
TP + FN
TP
PPV =
,
TP + FP
TP
ACC =
,
TP + FP + FN
TPR =

(7.1)
(7.2)
(7.3)

where true positive (TP) is the number of correctly detected seed points, concave points,
and objects, false positive (FP) is the number of incorrect seed points, concave points,
and segmentation results and false negative (FN) is the number of missed seed points,
concave points, and objects to be segmented.
To compute the number of correct or incorrect segmented results the Jaccard similarity
coefficient (JSC) [21] was used. JSC was particularly chosen since it interprets the
similarity by the ratio of overlap and considers the amount of common area between two
objects. Provided the binary feature model of the segmented object Ip and the ground
truth particle Ig , JSC is computed as
JSC =

|Ip ∩ Ig |
.
|Ip ∪ Ig |

(7.4)

The average JSC (AJSC) value was also used as a fourth measure to evaluate segmentation performance.
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In case of concave points or seed points detection, the detected seed points/concave
points was determined to be a TP if it was found to be within a predefined distance of
the ground truth object centroid or concave points. Likewise, a FP was determined as
a seed points/concave points which is farther than the predefined distance. A FN is a
ground truth object centroid/concave points, for which no seed points/concave points
was detected. The distance is computed in terms of the number of pixels lined up in
the seed points/concave points to ground truth centroid/concave points. Moreover, the
average distance (AD) from detected seed point or concave points to the ground truth
centroid/concave points is measured for the seed point or concave points detection.

7.3

Parameter Selection

In this thesis three methods were presented in Chapter 6 for the task of overlapping convex object segmentation: seed point-based contour evidence extraction (SCC), concave
point-based contour evidence extraction (CC), and concave point-based contour evidence
extraction by branch and bound (CBB). The parameters of the proposed methods described in Chapter 6 were set as follows:
U-net binarization The U-net binarization network was trained for 20 epochs using the
ADAM optimization algorithm with a fixed initial rate of 1e − 4 and mini-batch size of
8 patches in Keras.
The parameters of the proposed SCC were adjusted as follows:
Type of structuring element The erosion process is performed using a disc-shaped structuring element of size one. The disc-shaped structuring element is a convenient choice
for smoothing concave boundaries and roundish shape objects.
Number of erosion operations iteration Due to the significant variation in the size of
objects and the high degree of overlap, the number of erosion operations is set to 2.
Figure 7.3 shows the performance of seed points detection with various settings of the
number of erosion iterations [127]. As it can be seen, the best performance was achieved
with two iterations.
Radial range [Rmin , Rmax ] Considering the smallest and largest object axes, the radial
ranges were set Rmin = 10 and Rmax = 17 for the real NPs datasets, Rmin = 18 and
Rmax = 22 for the synthetic datasets.
Radial-Strictness (α) Here, the radial strictness parameter α was set to 1 to obtain the
highest performance of FRS. Figure 7.4 presents the effect of different values of α on the
performance of the FRS algorithm applied to the titanium dioxide NPs dataset [127].
Divergence weight factor (Φ) As the estimated seed points by the BE-FRS method are
quite close to the center of the object the value of Φ was set to 0.2. Figure 7.5 presents
the effect of the various values of Φ on the performance of the SCC segmentation method
for the titanium dioxide NPs datasets [127]. The performance decreases at the higher
range.
For the proposed CC method the parameters were defined as follows:
Distance threshold (dt1 ) The value of dt1 can be determined using the object properties [9]
and is usually close to the length of the minor axis of fitted ellipses to the smallest object
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(b)

Figure 7.3: Performance of seed points detection for a various number of erosion
operation iterations in the titanium dioxide NPs dataset: (a) TPR/PPV/ACC
rate; (b) AD. The pink marker shows the selected value [127].

Figure 7.4: Performance of seed points detection with different values of α in the
titanium dioxide NPs dataset. The pink marker shows the selected value. [127]

in the image. Here the dt1 value was set to 23 for real datasets and 15 for the synthetic
datasets.
Distance threshold (dt2 ) the value of dt2 should be set in such way that prevents the
grouping of contour segments that belong to different objects or as [9] proposed, 2.5 to
4 times higher than the threshold dt1 and was set to 45 for real datasets and 30 for the
synthetic datasets.
For the proposed CBB method the parameters were set as follows:
Weighting parameters (β and γ) To obtain the highest performance of segment grouping
the weighting parameters can be set based on the object shapes’ properties. As the
titanium dioxide NPs do not have perfect elliptical shape the weighting parameters β
were set to 0.1, and γ to 0.9 to put more emphasis on the symmetry term. In synthetic
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Figure 7.5: Performance of the proposed SCC segmentation method with different values of Φ. The pink marker shows the selected value. [127]

and inorganic fuel cell datasets the NPs have perfect elliptical symmetry shape; thus the
symmetry and ellipticity terms were weighted equally to 0.5.
Type of the covariance function The contour estimation is performed using the GP-PF
method with the Matern 5/2 covariance function as a more flexible and general one.
However to show the effect of the covariance function on the contour estimation the
performance of GP-PF contour estimation was evaluated using the two other commonly
used covariance functions: Squared-Exponential, κrq , and Rational-Quadratic, κrq , [114]
defined as follows:
d2
= exp − 2
2l


κse


κrq =

1+

d2
2αl2


(7.5)

−α
(7.6)

where l is the characteristic length scale and d is the Euclidean distance between the
points.
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 show the results of contour estimation with the proposed GP-PF with
the commonly used covariance functions on the titanium dioxide NPs dataset using both
the ground truth and the contour evidence obtained by the branch and bound segment
grouping method. As it can be seen the Matern family outperforms the other covariance
functions with both the perfect and obtained contour evidence. In all Tables the best
performance is printed in bold for each performance measure.

7.4

Seed Points Detection

The presented methods for seed points detection in Section 4.1 were applied to detect the
location of object’s centroid in both the synthetic and titanium dioxide NPs datasets. Figure 7.6 demonstrates the results of seed points detection applied to a slice of the titanium
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Table 7.1: The performance of the proposed GP-PF method with different covariance functions on the ground truth contour evidence.

Methods
Matern 3/2
Matern 5/2
Squared exponential
Rational quadratic

TPR
[%]

PPV
[%]

ACC
[%]

AJSC
[%]

96
96
91
95

96
97
92
96

92
93
84
92

89
89
85
88

Table 7.2: The performance of the proposed GP-PF method with different covariance functions on the obtained contour evidence.

Methods
Matern 3/2
Matern 5/2
Squared exponential
Rational quadratic

TPR
[%]

PPV
[%]

ACC
[%]

AJSC
[%]

87
87
83
87

83
83
78
82

74
74
68
73

87
87
83
85

dioxide NPs dataset [127]. Of the methods studied, it can be seen that BE-FRS outperforms the other methods and that while DT and UECS exhibit under-segmentation,
SBF and FRS suffers from over-segmentation by detecting more FPs. The results for
the seed points detection applied to the synthetic and titanium dioxide NPs datasets are
presented in Tables 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. The results obtained from the synthetic
dataset, Table 7.3, showed that BE-FRS, FRS, and SBF generally achieve better performance scores than DT and UECS regarding TPR, PPV, and ACC scores. In terms of
AD, DT is slightly better than BE-FRS. Taking all terms into consideration FRS outperforms the other methods. That is because the objects in the synthetic dataset have a
perfect convex shape and applying erosion before FRS does not necessarily increase the
convexity of the objects. The results in Table 7.4 show the advantage of BE-FRS over
the other methods when applied to the titanium dioxide NPs dataset. While the TPR,
PPV, and ACC values indicate its higher accuracy, the lower AD reveals its performance
in terms of seed points quality. Note that BE-FRS performs better than FRS in the case
of the titanium dioxide NPs dataset since it is more robust when the object shapes are
less convex.
The results reported above were obtained with a fixed set of evaluation parameters, 10
pixels, chosen as described in Sec. 7.2. To study the parameter sensitivity of the results,
the effect of the evaluation parameters, the distance threshold (ρ1 ) was analyzed using
the synthetic and titanium dioxide NPs datasets. The effect of ρ1 on the TPR, PPV
and ACC scores obtained with different seed points detection methods are presented in
Figures 7.7 and 7.8. As it can be seen, the value of ρ1 has a minor effect on the ranking
order of the methods and the proposed BE-FRS method is one of the best methods
regardless of the selected threshold value. In general, at low values of ρ1 , in terms of the
TPR, PPV, and ACC scores BE-FRS is the best method.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7.6: Comparison of the performance of the seed points detection methods
on the titanium dioxide NPs dataset. The white color shows the seed regions while
the red marker presents the detected seed points: (a) Ground truth; (b) BE-FRS;
(c) FRS; (d) DT; (e) SBF; (f) UECS. [127]

7.5

Concave Points Detection

The results of the concave points detection methods, with a fixed distance threshold
value of 10 pixels, applied to the synthetic and titanium dioxide NPs datasets are presented in Tables 7.5 and 7.6 respectively. The parameters of the CPD methods were set
experimentally to obtain the best possible result for each method. All the methods were
implemented based on the original papers.
From the results with the synthetic dataset (Table 7.5) it can be seen that Prasad+Zahng
[129] achieved the highest value of ACC. Zhang [134] scored the highest values of TPR
and AD, but it suffers from the low values of PPV and ADD. This is because the method
produces a large number of false concave points. In terms of PPV, Zafari [128] and
Kumar [59] ranked the highest. However, these approaches tend to underestimate the
number of concave points as they often fail to detect the concave points at a low depth
of concave regions. Considering all the scores together, the results obtained from the
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Table 7.3: Comparison of the performance of seed points detection methods on
the synthetic datasets.

Methods
BE-FRS [127]
FRS [68]
SBF [85]
DT [90]
UECS [79]
BE-FRS [127]
FRS [68]
SBF [85]
DT [90]
UECS [79]
BE-FRS [127]
FRS [68]
SBF [85]
DT [90]
UECS [79]

Overlapping
rate[%]
40
40
40
40
40
50
50
50
50
50
60
60
60
60
60

TPR
[%]
95
96
98
71
52
93
95
95
68
53
91
94
92
62
49

PPV
[%]
100
99
98
88
74
100
100
98
88
77
99
100
97
87
75

ACC
[%]
95
96
96
65
45
93
95
93
62
46
90
94
90
57
43

AD
[pixel]
2.03
2.14
2.88
1.65
2.70
2.11
2.20
2.97
1.77
3.00
2.26
2.32
3.13
2.11
3.21

Table 7.4: Comparison of the performance of the seed points detection methods
on the titanium dioxide NPs dataset.

Methods
BE-FRS [127]
FRS [68]
SBF [85]
DT [90]
UECS [79]

TPR
[%]
75
76
55
34
44

PPV
[%]
80
70
51
79
72

ACC
[%]
63
57
36
32
38

AD
[pixel]
3.30
3.58
4.77
2.77
3.80

synthetic dataset show that the Prasad [84]+Zhang [134] method achieved the best performance.
The results on the titanium dioxide NPs dataset, Table 7.6, show similar results and
Prasad [84]+Zhang [134] outperforms the others with the highest TPR and ACC values
and the competitive PPV and AD values. Prasad [84]+Zhang [134] performs better than
Zhang [134] in the titanium dioxide NPs dataset since it is more robust in the presence
of objects with noisy boundaries.
To check the parameter sensitivity of the results with respect to the distance threshold,
the distance threshold was examined with the titanium dioxide NPs datasets. The effect
of ρ1 on the TPR, PPV and ACC scores captured with the concave points detection
methods are presented in Figure 7.9. As it can be seen, the Prasad+Zhang method
achieved the highest score of TPR and ACC regardless of the selected threshold. In
terms of PPV, Zafari and Kumar performed better than Prasad+Zhang. It is worth
mentioning that at low values of ρ1 , Prasad+Zhang beats all other methods with respect
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Table 7.5: Comparison of the performance of concave points detection methods
on the synthetic dataset.

Method

Type

Overlap TPR PPV ACC AD
[%]
[%]
[%]
[%] [pixel]

Prasad+Zhang [129]
Zhang [134]
Bai [9]
Zafari [128]
Wen [112]
Dai [25]
Samma [93]
Wang [110]
Kumar [59]
Farhan [31]

Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Skeleton
Skeleton
Concave chord
Concave chord

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

97
98
92
81
97
71
75
87
64
91

97
37
46
98
61
97
83
86
98
18

94
37
44
80
60
70
65
76
62
18

1.47
1.25
1.34
2.04
1.75
2.58
2.20
1.87
2.64
1.77

Prasad+Zhang [129]
Zhang [134]
Bai [9]
Zafari [128]
Wen [112]
Dai [25]
Samma [93]
Wang [110]
Kumar [59]
Farhan [31]

Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Skeleton
Skeleton
Concave chord
Concave chord

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

97
96
86
77
94
68
73
83
60
87

96
38
47
98
62
97
83
86
98
19

93
38
44
76
60
66
63
74
59
18

1.50
1.25
1.34
2.08
1.81
2.57
2.24
1.95
2.62
1.81

Prasad+Zhang [129]
Zhang [134]
Bai [9]
Zafari [128]
Wen [112]
Dai [25]
Samma [93]
Wang [110]
Kumar [59]
Farhan [31]

Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Skeleton
Skeleton
Concave chord
Concave chord

60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

94
96
82
73
91
63
67
80
58
82

96
40
37
98
64
98
82
88
98
19

91
39
43
73
60
62
59
72
57
19

1.51
1.31
1.47
2.13
1.79
2.61
2.26
1.96
2.71
1.91

to PPV. This is clearly because of the ability of Prasad+Zhang to detect concave points
more precisely.
Figure 7.10 shows example results of the concave points detection methods applied to
a slice of the titanium dioxide NPs image [129]. It can be seen that while Zafari [128],
Dai [25], Kumar [59] and Samma [93] suffer from false negatives and Zhang [134], Bai [9],
Wen [112] and Farhan [31] suffer from false positives, Prasad [84]+Zhang [134] suffers
from neither false positives nor false negatives.
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Table 7.6: Comparison of the performance of concave points detection methods
on the titanium dioxide NPs dataset.

Type

Method
Prasad+Zhang [129]
Zhang [134]
Bai [9]
Zafari [128]
Wen [112]
Dai [25]
Samma [93]
Wang [110]
Kumar [59]
Farhan [31]

7.6

Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Polygon approximation
Skeleton
Skeleton
Concave chord
Concave chord

TPR PPV ACC AD
[%] [%] [%] [pixel]
96
84
79
65
94
54
80
65
33
77

90
38
40
95
51
87
84
58
94
15

87
35
36
64
50
50
70
44
31
14

1.47
1.42
1.55
2.30
1.97
2.84
2.28
2.37
3.09
2.09

Contour Evidence Extraction

To explore the contour evidence extraction methods for the task of contour estimation,
the contour evidence extraction methods: edge-to-seed point association (E2S), segment
grouping by ellipse fitting (SGP-EF), and segment grouping by branch and bound (SGPBB) were compared by means of their final segmentation results. For the E2S method,
the seed points were obtained by the BE-FRS method. For segment grouping methods
the contour segments are extracted using the Prasa+Zhang, concave points detection
method. In all the competing methods the contour estimation was carried out by the
ellipse fitting algorithm.
As it can be seen from Table 7.7, the SGP-BB segment grouping method achieves the
highest rate of TPR, PPV, ACC, and AJSC with the defined JSC threshold value of 0.6.
This is due to the fact that the SGP-BB method is not limited to one object properties
such as ellipticity in SGP-EF or symmetry in E2S. Moreover, SGP-BB can define to what
extend each object’s properties can influence the grouping results to achieve the accurate
contour evidence.
Figure 7.11 presents the effect of the Jaccard similarity threshold on the TPR, PPV,
and ACC scores with the competing evidence grouping methods. The performance of
all methods degrades when the JSC threshold is increased, and the SGP-BB segment
grouping method outperformed the other methods with higher JSC threshold values.

7.7

Contour Estimation

To demonstrate the effect of the more accurate contour estimation on the segmentation
of partially overlapping objects, the performance of the contour estimation methods,
namely Gaussian process with polar form (GP-PF), B-spline (BS), and Least square
ellipse fitting (LESF) were evaluated using both the ground truth contour evidence and
the obtained contour evidence by the SGP-BB [129] method. Figure 7.12 shows example
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Table 7.7: The performance of the contour evidence extraction methods on the
titanium dioxide NPs dataset.

Methods

TPR
[%]

PPV
[%]

ACC
[%]

AJSC
[%]

E2S
SGP-EF
SGP-BB

74
77
85

79
80
80

62
64
71

82
80
87

results of contour estimation methods applied to a slice of the titanium dioxide NPs
dataset. It can be seen that BS tends to underestimate the shape of the objects. With
small contour evidence, the BS method results in a small shape while LESF can result
in larger shapes. The GP-PF method estimates the objects’ contours more precisely.
Table 7.8 shows the segmentation results produced by the contour estimation methods
applied to the ground truth contour evidence of the titanium dioxide NPs dataset, while
Table 7.9 presents their performance on the obtained SGP-BB contour evidence. The
results show the advantage of the proposed GP-PF method over the other methods
when applied to the ground truth contour evidence. In all terms, the proposed contour
estimation method achieved the highest performance. It is related to the fact the GPPF method can estimate the exact contours of the objects. The result on the obtained
contour evidence, Table 7.9, confirms the superiority of the GP-PF method over the other
methods as it gives the highest values.
Figures 7.13 and 7.14 show the effect of the Jaccard similarity threshold on the TPR,
PPV, and ACC scores for contour estimation methods. As expected, the segmentation
performance of all methods degrades when the JSC threshold is increased. However,
the threshold value has only a minor effect on the ranking order of the methods and
the GP-PF contour estimation method outperforms the other methods with higher JSC
threshold values.
Table 7.8: The performance of the contour estimation methods on the ground
truth contour evidence of titanium dioxide NPs.

Methods
GP-PF
BS
LESF

7.8

TPR
[%]

PPV
[%]

ACC
[%]

AJSC
[%]

96
92
94

96
92
95

92
86
89

90
89
88

Overlapping Convex Objects Segmentation

The performance of the segmentation methods proposed in this thesis, namely seed pointbased contour evidence extraction (SCC) [127], concave point-based contour evidence
extraction (CC) [128], and concave point-based contour evidence extraction by branch
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Table 7.9: The performance of the contour estimation methods on the obtained
contour evidence of titanium dioxide NPs dataset.

Methods
GP-PF
BS
LESF

TPR
[%]

PPV
[%]

ACC
[%]

AJSC
[%]

87
82
85

83
76
83

74
66
71

87
87
87

and bound (CBB) were evaluated by synthetic, titanium dioxide and inorganic fuel cell
NPs datasets. It should be noted that the binary image for the titanium dioxide NPs
was obtained by the Otsu method. For inorganic fuel cell dataset the U-net binarization
framework produced the binary image.
The developed methods were compared to two existing methods for overlapping convex
objects segmentation: nanoparticles segmentation (NPA) [79], and concave points extraction and contour segmentation (CECS) [134]. These methods were mainly chosen
since previously they have been successfully applied in the segmentation of overlapping
convex objects.
Table 7.10 presents the corresponding results for the synthetic datasets. The segmentation results obtained from the synthetic datasets show that the CBB method outperformed the other methods with higher scores of TPR, PPV, and ACC.
The segmentation methods were applied to the titanium dioxide and inorganic fuel cell
NPs datasets and the results are shown in Tables 7.11 and 7.12 respectively. As it can
be seen, the proposed methods, SCC, CC, and CBB, outperform the competing methods
in all datasets. Among all methods, the CBB method showed the best performance with
respect to all terms.
Figures 7.15, 7.16 and 7.17 represent the effect of the Jaccard similarity threshold on the
TPR, PPV, and ACC scores with the proposed segmentation and competing methods.
The performance of all segmentation methods degrades when the JSC threshold is increased and the proposed CBB segmentation methods are better than the other methods
with higher JSC threshold values.
The qualitative results of the segmentation methods are presented in Figures 7.18 and
7.19. Overall, the CECS suffers from over-segmentation and the NPA experiences undersegmentation, and the CC method fails to achieve acceptable results with objects whose
shapes deviate substantially from an ellipse. The SCC method fails to work when the
size of the objects varying widely. The CBB method achieved satisfactory segmentation
results and outperformed the other methods.
Computation Time
The proposed method was implemented in MATLAB, using a PC with a 3.20 GHz CPU
and 8 GB of RAM. With the selected combination of parameters, the computational time
for CBB was 200 seconds per image of size 1100 × 1200 pixels while the CC demanded
21 seconds, SCC 150 seconds, CECS 77 seconds and NPA 200 seconds.
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Table 7.10: Comparison of the performance of the segmentation methods on the
synthetic NPs dataset.

TPR
[%]

PPV
[%]

ACC
[%]

AJSC
[%]

CBB
CC [128]
SCC [127]
NPA [79]
CECS [134]

96
91
94
73
90

98
90
97
86
93

95
84
92
66
85

92
89
88
82
90

CBB
CC [128]
SCC [127]
NPA [79]
CECS [134]
CBB
CC [128]
SCC [127]
NPA [79]
CECS [134]

92
86
90
69
85
89
81
88
62
80

97
87
95
85
90
95
86
95
82
88

89
76
87
62
78
86
72
85
55
72

92
87
87
81
89
91
86
85
80
88

Methods

Table 7.11: Comparison of the performance of the segmentation methods on the
titanium dioxide NPs dataset.

Methods
CBB
CC [128]
SCC [127]
NPA [79]
CECS [134]

TPR
[%]

PPV
[%]

ACC
[%]

AJSC
[%]

87
77
74
57
58

83
80
79
80
66

74
64
62
50
45

87
80
82
81
83

Table 7.12: Comparison of the performance of the segmentation methods on the
inorganic fuel cell NPs dataset.

Methods
CBB
CC [128]
SCC [127]
NPA [79]
CECS [134]

TPR
[%]

PPV
[%]

ACC
[%]

AJSC
[%]

90
81
83
80
88

92
87
87
87
73

85
74
74
73
68

87
82
86
87
86
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(c)
Figure 7.7: Performance of seed points detection with different values of distance
threshold (ρ1 ) in the synthetic datasets. The pink marker shows the selected value:
(a) TPR; (b) PPV; (c) ACC.
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Figure 7.8: Performance of seed points detection with different values of distance
threshold (ρ1 ) in the titanium dioxide NPs dataset. The pink marker shows the
selected value: (a) TPR; (b) PPV; (c) ACC.
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Figure 7.9: Performance of concave detection methods with different values of
the distance threshold (ρ1 ) in the titanium dioxide NPs dataset. The pink marker
shows the selected value: (a) TPR; (b) PPV; (c) ACC.
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(i)
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of the performance of the concave points detection
methods on a slice of the titanium dioxide NPs dataset: (a) Ground truth; (b)
Prasad [84]+Zhang [134]; (c) Zhang [134]; (d) Bai [9]; (e) Wen [112]; (f) Zafari [128]; (g) Dai [25]; (h) Kumar [59]; (i) Farhan [31]; (j) Wang [110]; (k)
Samma [93]. [129]
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Figure 7.11: Effect of the different JSC threshold values in the titanium dioxide
NPs dataset. The pink marker shows the selected value: (a) TPR; (b) PPV; (c)
ACC.
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of the performance of contour estimation methods
applied to the titanium dioxide NPs ground truth contour evidence: (a) Ground
truth full contour; (b) GP-PF; (c) BS; (d) LESF.
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Figure 7.13: Effect of the different JSC threshold values on contour estimation
methods applied to ground truth contour evidence of the titanium dioxide NPs
dataset. The pink marker shows the selected value: (a) TPR; (b) PPV; (c) ACC.
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Figure 7.14: Effect of the different JSC threshold values on contour estimation
methods applied to the obtained contour evidence of the titanium dioxide NPs
dataset. The pink marker shows the selected value: (a) TPR; (b) PPV; (c) ACC.
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Figure 7.15: Effect of the different JSC threshold values on segmentation methods with the synthetic NPs dataset. The pink marker shows the selected value:
(a) TPR; (b) PPV; (c) ACC.
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Figure 7.16: Effect of the different JSC threshold values on segmentation methods with the titanium dioxide NPs dataset. The pink marker shows the selected
value: (a) TPR; (b) PPV; (c) ACC.
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Figure 7.17: Effect of the different JSC threshold values on segmentation methods with the inorganic fuel cell NPs dataset. The pink marker shows the selected
value: (a) TPR; (b) PPV; (c) ACC.
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Figure 7.18: Examples of the segmentation methods results for an image of
titanium dioxide NPs: (a) Ground truth; (b) CBB; (c) CC; (d) SCC; (e) NPA;
(f) CECS.
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Figure 7.19: Examples of the segmentation methods results applied to an image
of inorganic fuel cell NPs: (a) Ground truth; (b) CBB; (c) CC; (d) SCC; (e) NPA;
(f) CECS.
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Chapter VIII

Discussion

8.1

Current Study

The segmentation of individual object in the microscopic images is necessary for quantitative and qualitative assessment of the industrial and biomedical applications. Complicated structure, high degree of overlap among objects and huge number of objects in
image make developing a fully automated pipeline a very challenging task. The work
described in this thesis focused on the problem of multiple overlapping objects segmentation with an emphasis on convex-shape objects. A modular framework was presented
for segmentation of overlapping objects to achieve the thesis objectives and to answer
the research questions stated in the introduction: how can objects of interest be separated from a silhouette image, how can the visible contours of the overlapping objects be
inferred, and how can the complete contours of the objects with potential overlap be estimated. The framework consisted of three stages, image binarization, contour evidence
extraction, and contour estimation.
Image binarization aims to separate the region of image that is occupied by the object
of interest from the background. Two methods were implemented to address this issue:
Otsu and U-net. For high quality images where the object is clearly distinguishable
from background Otsu was used for binarization. The binarization using Otsu dose not
always achieve the desired results due to various reasons such as noise, contrast variation,
and non-uniform background. In this situation, U-net was utilized for the task of image
binarization.
Contour evidence extraction is the process of clustering the visible edge points that belong
to an individual object. To achieve accurate contour evidence, two approaches upon the
seed points and the concave points detection were developed. For each approach, the
potential exiting methods were reviewed, and new methods were proposed.
In seed point-based contour evidence extraction, the objects’ contours are identified by
the detected seed points and edge-to-seed point association (E2S) using a relevance metric. The seed points were found by a compound model consisting of morphological erosion
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(BE) and the fast radial symmetry (FRS) transform. The proposed BE-FRS method was
evaluated by synthetic and real data and achieved an average true positive rate (TPR)
of 75%, a positive predictive value (PPV) of 80%, an accuracy (ACC) of 63% and an
average distance (AD) of 3.30 with the real data and the average TPR of 93%, PPV of
100%, ACC of 93% and AD value of 2.13 with the synthetic datasets. The high TPR,
ACC, and low AD values of BE-FRS demonstrated its superiority over the SBF, DT,
and UECS seed points detection methods.
In concave point-based contour evidence extraction, the object contours are identified by
grouping of multiple contour segments as obtained by concave points. The concave points
divide the object contour into multiple contour segments and the grouping algorithm
combines the contour segments of the same objects. To detect the concave points, a
parameter-free method based on polygonal approximation was proposed. The proposed
concave points detection method was validated through synthetic and real data. It
achieved the average TPR of 96%, PPV of 90%, ACC of 87% and AD value of 1.47 with
the real data, and the average TPR of 96%, PPV of 96%, ACC of 93% and AD value of
1.50 with the synthetic datasets. The results confirmed that the proposed Prasad+Zhang
concave points detection method outperformed the competing concave points detection
methods with higher values of TPR, PPV, ACC, and lower value of AD.
For the segment grouping task, two methods were developed: ellipse fitting (SGP-EF) and
branch and bound (SGP-BB). The method based on ellipse fitting relied on the properties
of an ellipse fitted to each segment. Though, this method produced satisfactory results
on elliptical objects, it can not deal with objects whose shapes largely deviate from
ellipses. The method based on branch and bound, exploited ellipticity, convexity, and
symmetry properties of objects to perform the grouping of contour segments through a
branch and bound optimization framework. It is worth mentioning that the grouping
criteria are application specific and can be adopted according to object characteristics.
The developed contour evidence extraction methods were compared using real data and
the results showed that the branch and bound method obtained higher performance and
improved the contour estimation results compared to the edge-to-seed point association
and ellipse fitting with a TPR of 85%, PPV of 80%, ACC of 71% and AJSC value of
87% with the real data.
Contour estimation was carried out to obtain the full contour of the objects based on
the contour evidence. The contour estimation was resolved through ellipse fitting and
the Gaussian process. The ellipse fitting-based contour estimation takes advantage of
objects with an elliptical shape which leads to desirable contour estimation if the objects
are in the form of ellipses. However, in situations where objects are not close to elliptical
shapes, the method fails to estimate the exact contour of the objects. In the Gaussian
process based contour estimation, a Gaussian process regression model was proposed to
obtain the actual contour of the objects, in which the polar coordinates were exploited to
limit the prediction interval. The performance of the proposed Gaussian process contour
estimation method was validated through real data with an average TPR of 96%, PPV of
96%, ACC of 92% and AJSC value of 90% with the ground truth contour evidence. The
results are confirmed the outperformance of the Gaussian process method as compared
to B-spline and ellipse fitting. Tables 8.1 and 8.2 summarize the capabilities and limitations of the proposed contour evidence extraction and contour estimation approaches
respectively.
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Table 8.1: Summary of the advantages and disadvantages of contour evidence
extraction approaches.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Works on wide range of
radial symmetry objects

Does not work with large
object size distribution

SGP-EF

Easy to implement

Limited to elliptical objects
only

SGP-BB

Utilizes prior knowledge
about object shapes

Computationally expensive

Methods
E2S

Table 8.2: Summary of the advantages and disadvantages of contour estimation
approaches.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Computationally
inexpensive, Easy to
implement

Limited to elliptical objects
only

B-spline

Not limited to specific
object shapes

Requires to learn many
contour functions with prior
shape information

Gaussian process

Not limited to specific
object shapes

Computationally expensive
with large numbers of data
points

Methods
Ellipse fitting

The proposed framework follows a modular processing pipeline, in which any module,
image binarization, contour evidence extraction and contour estimation, involved could
be replaced or interchanged. Three methods were developed based on the proposed
framework: seed point-based contour evidence extraction and contour estimation (SCC),
concave point-based contour evidence extraction (CC) and concave point-based contour
evidence extraction by branch and bound (CBB).
In SCC, the contour evidence was extracted by edge-to-seed point association exploiting
the estimated object seed point and their relations to the object contours. Seed points
detection was performed with the BE-FRS algorithm. In BE-FRS a predefined number of
morphological erosions were applied to eliminate the touching points and to increase the
convexity of objects, and then FRS extract the intersection of the lines of symmetry as
seed points. The contour estimation was implemented through a non-linear ellipse fitting
problem, by which partially observed objects were modeled in the form of ellipse-shape
objects. In CC, contour evidence was captured through concave points detection and an
ellipse fitting segment grouping procedure. The complete contours of the objects were
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recovered through an ellipse fitting algorithm. In CBB, the branch and bound segment
grouping method was utilized to perform segment grouping and the contour estimate was
obtained by a Gaussian process model on polar coordinates. The effectiveness of each
proposed method can be controlled by the properties of the object of interest. When the
range of object size in the image can be approximated SCC can achieve good performance.
The CC method is a suitable choice for elliptical shape objects, and CBB can deal with a
more complex shape, and the grouping criteria can be adjusted based on characteristics
of the objects.
To evaluate the reusability and the generalization capability of the developed segmentation methods, evaluation was performed with three synthetic datasets and two datasets
of real-world applications. The segmentation methods were compared to the other competing methods, nanoparticle segmentation (NPA) and contour evidence and contour
estimation (CECS). CBB demonstrated a significant performance with an average TPR
of 87%, PPV of 83%, and ACC of 74% with the titanium dioxide NPs dataset, and with
average TPR of 90%, PPV of 92%, and ACC of 85% with the inorganic fuel cell NPs
dataset, and a TPR of 92%, PPV of 97%, and ACC of 90% with the synthetic datasets.
The CBB method was the best method and outperformed the NPA and CECS.
As an additional advantage, the parameters of the proposed methods are directly related
to simple observable object characteristics such as size and shape. This provides easy
setup of the parameters even by someone without detailed knowledge of image processing.
SCC method parameters are mainly for seed points detection and can be set up based
on the object size. However, to obtain an accurate estimation of object seed points the
radial range parameter should be set accurately. CC method parameters are threshold
values that define the distance of two contour segments. These threshold values can be
determined by the size of the smallest and largest objects in the image. CBB method
parameters are weighting parameters that define to what extent each object shape properties influence the segment grouping results. For objects with perfect elliptical shapes,
both ellipticity and symmetry are equally important. Thus, a uniform weighting scheme
would be an appropriate choice here. However, in the case of non-elliptical shape objects,
the ellipticity factor should be of less emphasis.

8.2

Future Work

The developed methods for overlapping convex object segmentation showed promising
results when applied to synthetic and real-world data. However, there are a few issues
remain that could be considered for the possible future development as follows:
• Because of the limited number of the annotated data, the current thesis work mainly
utilized the unsupervised geometric approaches. Additional annotated data should
be collected to exploit the supervised learning. By providing a rich ground truth
dataset, one can also consider deep learning in object segmentation that can result
higher performance both in terms of accuracy and generalization.
• The FRS transform with bounded erosion was proposed for seed point detection.
This algorithm is efficient and can produce accurate seed points, but it is limited to
the convex and symmetric object. The performance of the method depends on the
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initial parameter defining the range of radii. Additional algorithms can be explored
that are more robust to shape changes and less dependent on model parameters.
• The current implementation of contour evidence extraction does not consider any
intracluster information. For example, in situations such as cervical cell images
where the nuclei locations are available, it is valuable to integrate this information
to contour evidence extraction.
• As nanopartciles have convex and commonly elliptical shapes, the proposed methods in this thesis were built upon the convexity, symmetry and ellipticity assumptions. Given a dataset of overlapping objects with various shapes exist, it would be
useful to generalize the developed methods to more complex-shaped objects which
can include several shape classes.
• To evaluate further the efficiency and applicability of the proposed framework, it
would be valuable to perform more comprehensive experiments with different image
datasets and various imaging settings.
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8. Discussion

Chapter IX

Conclusion

The work developed in this thesis contributed to several novel algorithms to address the
challenges observed in overlapping convex objects segmentation. A modular framework
consisting of three components of image binarization, contour evidence extraction, and
contour estimation was proposed, and novel methods for each task were developed.
The Otsu method and the CNN deep framework U-net were employed for image binarization and extraction of the region of interest. Edge-to-seed point association and
segment grouping were used for contour evidence extraction. The edge-to-seed point association utilized the visual parts of the overlapping objects and the detected seed points
while the segment grouping employed the contour segments obtained by concave points.
Fast radial symmetry along with the morphological erosion operations was proposed for
seed points detection. A method based on polygonal approximation was introduced for
concave points detection and contour segmentation. Segment grouping was performed
based on ellipse fitting and the branch and bound optimization algorithm to enhance the
contour evidence of each object. Ellipse fitting and the Gaussian process were proposed
for the complete object contour estimation.
To this end, three methods were developed upon the proposed framework: seed pointbased contour evidence extraction and contour estimation (SCC), concave point-based
contour evidence extraction (CC) and concave point-based contour evidence extraction
by branch and bound (CBB). The developed segmentation methods have their own advantages and capabilities for the segmentation of overlapping objects. CBB is more
general and can be applied to any convex shape objects by fine-tuning the grouping criteria, while the CC method is suitable for convex objects close to elliptical shapes. SCC
is reliable when the object size is not significantly varied.
The experiments on three synthetic and two real-world datasets showed that the accuracy of the proposed segmentation methods is higher than the results obtained by other
competing methods, and CBB turned out to be the best method. The proposed methods
relied only on contour information and can be applied for the segmentation of partially
overlapping convex shape objects in silhouette images.
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